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Expert bowhunter and archery traditionalist Dan Bertalan has compiled the most complete
bowmaking text available today. By traveling coast to coast and consulting America’s top
bowmakers, he has gathered the best information on how to build your own recurve longbow,
improve your hunting skills, care properly for a bow, and more. Including descriptive
photographs, diagrams, a complete glossary of terms, and reviews of particular bows that
include draw/force measurements and hand-shot arrow speeds, this illuminating book will
provide hunters, collectors, and others with invaluable insight into this specialized
world.Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish a broad range of books for hunters and firearms
enthusiasts. We publish books about shotguns, rifles, handguns, target shooting, gun collecting,
self-defense, archery, ammunition, knives, gunsmithing, gun repair, and wilderness survival. We
publish books on deer hunting, big game hunting, small game hunting, wing shooting, turkey
hunting, deer stands, duck blinds, bowhunting, wing shooting, hunting dogs, and more. While
not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are
committed to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked by other publishers
and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.

A must read for anyone interested in the heritage of American Archery and hunting. -- Dwight
Schuh, Bowhunting Editor, Sports Afield MagazineIt offers knowledge that can't be obtained
anywhere else. -- Detroit NewsThe classic book on longbows and recurves -- Jay
Cassell,Deputy Editor, Field & Stream MagazineThis is so entertaining, so informative, I read it
from cover to cover--two times. -- T.J. Conrads, Editor, Traditional Bowhunting Magazine --This
text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorDan Bertalan of
greatoutdoorsmultimedia.com has turned his 45-year passion for traditional archery toward
inspiring young people to become tomorrow's archers and responsible stewards of the land. He
currently lives in Oregon, Wisconsin.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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AddressesIndexForeword to the 2007 EditionA lot has changed since Dan Bertalan first wrote
Traditional Bowyers of America in 1989. So when Dan asked me to write the foreword for his
updated book I was both honored and humbled. The late Jay Massey, who was a hero of mine
both for what he accomplished and what he stood for, had penned the original foreword. Re-
reading Jay’s thoughts brought back memories of where we were back in 1989 — when
traditional archery was setting the archery and bowhunting world on fire. Jay noted the interest
and surge of traditional archery back then. It was a special time for all of us. Some of us were just



learning to leave the modern bow behind, while many others were wondering what took us so
long.Looking back over the past eighteen years is bittersweet. While the number of bowyers
peaked in the nineties, there are far more today than there were when Traditional Bowyers of
America was released. Countless businesses were spawned by the upsurge in traditional
archery and every one of them, without exception, was driven by a passion for the traditional
bow. Most of the bowyers spotlighted in the 1989 book are still going strong and turning out
more bows now than ever before. A few of the bowyers profiled in Dan’s original book have
retired, passed the torch on to their children and apprentices, or simply closed shop for good. A
precious few have gone to be with God. Reading Traditional Bowyers of America brought back
memories of people I greatly admire and many I sorely miss.While advances in traditional
archery materials, bow-building techniques, and shooting styles have advanced since 1989,
nothing has changed the archery and bowhunting world as profoundly as the availability of
today’s information. In the late eighties there was pretty much one source of information
available to the traditional archer — a small number of general bowhunting magazines which
produced a handful of articles on traditional archery. That all changed in the nineties when
Traditional Bowhunter Magazine was unveiled by a handful of passionate traditional bowhunters
who knew the growing interest in traditional archery was more than just a fad. On the heels of
that information breakthrough came the strangest bedfellow yet for those archers looking to
move away from technology. The Internet flattened the world and provided traditional archers
with huge, searchable knowledge bases of information just a click away.Through all of this
change there has been one constant, and that is my friend Dan Bertalan, who has never
wavered in his love and commitment to traditional archery. This book, updated some eighteen
years later, is a reflection of that commitment. A finer ambassador to those who shoot sticks you
won’t find.I suppose Dan is young enough to think about edition three some twenty years from
now. I’m sure many of us will be interested to see how our world has changed in 2027. But for
me, I’m just keeping up with the changes since 1989 and Dan’s new edition, the Traditional
Bowyers Encyclopedia, reflects much of that. The future of traditional archery is bright and this
book will undoubtedly be looked back on as a reference for the point in time that is 2007. It’s as
much a historical treasure for us who love this sport so dearly as it is a source of information.
And I can’t think of anyone better to bring it to all of us.Pat LefemineFounder, andUnion,
Connecticut, 2007Foreword to the 1989 EditionDan Bertalan’s book, Traditional Bowyers
Encyclopedia, couldn’t come at a better time, what with the back-to-the-basics archery
movement sweeping the country today. All across the U.S. and Canada — and in many other
foreign countries, too — archers and bowhunters are rediscovering the archery of old: the time-
tested longbow and recurve. Archers everywhere are suddenly wanting more information on
traditional archery gear.It wasn’t always that way. For nearly two decades now traditional archery
has taken a back seat to the glitz and glitter of high-tech archery gadgetry.Advertisements and
feature stories in archery publications provide a fair index of what sort of archery tackle is being
used at a particular time. For example, of the eight bowhunting articles in a 1979 issue of



Bowhunter Magazine, seven featured compound devices. The magazine contained dozens of
pages of four-color advertisements touting the latest in high-tech archery gear. By contrast, only
four small black and white ads were run by traditional bowmakers.It was clear that in 1979,
archery trends were being dictated not by traditional bowyers, but by gadget manufacturers —
large corporations whose primary objective was not to promote archery, but to strengthen their
financial “bottom line.”But now, ten years later, the pendulum is starting to swing in the other
direction. In the July, 1989 issue of the same national magazine, nearly half of the bowhunting
articles featured traditional bows. This same issue contained advertisements from roughly two
dozen traditional bowmakers.And in a recent survey of the Professional Bowhunters Society —
which represents nearly 2,000 of the most experienced bowhunters in the world — nearly 70
percent shoot traditional recurves and longbows. In other words, among the expert bowhunters,
archery traditionalism has already arrived.To whom do we owe thanks for reviving old-time
archery? We are indebted to the untold thousands of archers — men and women who cared
enough to keep the old traditions alive. We also can thank the hundreds of small, independent
American bowyers who swam against the tide and kept on producing quality, handmade
traditional bows and arrows.In this important book, Dan Bertalan — an expert bowhunter and
archery traditionalist himself — has presented an in-depth look at some of these bowyers and
their work. Not all of America’s traditional bowyers are illustrated, of course. To do so would
require a book of two thousand pages. But the bowyers written about here do generally
represent the best in the field of custom bowmaking today.The bowyers written about in
Traditional Bowyers Encyclopedia also represent something else: American independence and
originality, and perhaps even more important, early American values.Dan Bertalan has made an
important contribution to traditional archery with this book, one which traditional archers
everywhere will be certain to appreciate.Jay Massey, author, The Bowyer’s CraftGirdwood,
Alaska, 1989The author gratefully acknowledges the openness and help of the bowyers profiled
in the following pages. The author is also grateful to Linda Peckham, Mary Brown, and Mark
Woodbury for their encouragement and editorial assistance.IntroductionIt’s been almost two
decades since I traversed the nation, literally from the Atlantic to the Pacific, interviewing thirty of
America’s top traditional bowyers during the summer of 1987 and early into 1988. My goal back
then was to capture a thick slice of traditional bowmaking history rich in the heritage and
technical aspects that make it so intriguing to true toxophilites.Despite being in awe while
interviewing archery legends such as Fred Bear and Earl Hoyt, Jr. back then, it was still difficult
to truly appreciate the magnitude of how quickly chapters in even modern history can change.
And although those individual slices of time are fragile things that are here one day and gone the
next, like the passing of those true pioneers of the sport, the overall continuum that makes a
broader history remains unbroken. Because really, the older chapters merely gather some more
of time’s dust while a few new ones add to the overall volume. In the end, the greater history of
bowmaking and archery in America hasn’t changed its foundation other than the addition of a
newer chapter here and there.If you think about it, this particular subject matter alone,



“traditional bowmaking” and old-time archery, lends itself to becoming locked in something of a
time capsule. Yew wood longbows today are handcrafted much the same way they were five
hundred years ago in England. Composite recurves are made essentially the same way Fred
Bear and Earl Hoyt made them sixty years ago during the birth of modern bowhunting.Perhaps
the most significant changes aren’t in the technical aspects of traditional bowmaking or the
overall history. No, the real change lies more within the people who choose to shoot traditional
bows.Twenty years ago saw the first big resurgence in traditional archery. The deviation from
popular compound archery to old-time archery seemed a huge leap at the time. But let’s put that
into today’s perspective. Over the past two decades we have seen phenomenal changes in
compound bow technology with improvements in let-off, speed, design and overall performance.
Arrows have also changed in their construction and impacts on both modern and old-time
archery. We have witnessed dramatic changes in everyday life too, like the Internet, cloning, cell
phones, plasma screens, iPods, smart-bombs, and technology that seemed like science fiction
not so long ago. So the people today who choose to step back in time into the world of traditional
archery in fact take a bigger leap than we did decades ago.However, the main reason why
today’s traditional archer makes that leap remains essentially the same. If you sample a cross
section of people who shoot traditional gear today, you’ll still get a core who have loved
traditional bows forever and will never stray from that path. Then there’s that wider audience of
those who have sampled the challenges and rewards of shooting compound bows and
eventually have been lured into trying the magic of shooting old-time bows, with its richer, longer
history and whole new range of challenges. Whether they choose to shoot those longbows or
recurves during a certain hunting trip or archery event, or for that matter, switch back and forth to
their compound, doesn’t take away from their interest in traditional archery or remove them from
the ranks. In fact, it may broaden their scope of archery altogether. Either way, shooting a variety
of bows shouldn’t “disqualify” someone from being a “traditional archer” in an ever-shrinking
realm of interest in today’s shooting sports. As Ron Pittsley so aptly points out in a new chapter
in his classic philosophical style, “In my experience in promoting archery within large and small
archery companies, I never tried to let myself get pigeonholed as an archer. That’s one reason I
welcome all archers, including compound archers. I think it’s important to gain a much broader
view of how the shrinking sport of archery is functioning within our world, and the open-
mindedness that it takes to promote it.”So young or old, new or experienced, transitional from
compound or not, traditional archers are still traditional archers. And this book offers all of them
a wholesome chunk of American archery history. Within these pages you’ll discover centuries of
cumulative bowmaking and bowhunting adventures. In fact, you’re holding the single most
comprehensive text on the subject. It contains individual chapters on the original thirty bowyers
profiled years ago, plus a new chapter on Ron Pittsley, who symbolizes the bridging and
unification of the past twenty years within traditional bowmaking. When reading the new chapter
on Predator traditional bows, don’t be surprised if you sense a different style from the following
ones. Two decades can change a great many things, including the pen of the writer. This new



chapter also focuses on the essence of traditional archery for many shooters and perhaps even
offers the secret to happiness in the sport. To bring you up to date on the past twenty years, we
have included an update on the recent status of the original thirty bowyers and their companies.
We’ve even included some changes in the author’s professional life.Because of its depth, this
book can be used to fulfill a vast variety of interests in traditional archery. For the historian, it
tracks the birth of archery in America and follows its growth into modern bowhunting. It profiles
the heydays of traditional archery and the changes over seventy years. For the archer exploring
traditional archery for the first time, it holds a treasure chest of information on what to look for in
gear and how to use it effectively. For the budding or experienced traditional bowyer, these
chapters hold the detailed bowmaking techniques and experience of a nation. Since the first
penning of this book, thousands have used it as a detailed guide to building their longbows and
recurves. For traditional shooters who want to improve their shooting skills it reveals more sage
instinctive shooting advice than any four other books on the subject. And that’s vital because a
single book or video on instinctive shooting technique can’t begin to fulfill the broad instructional
arena of instinctive shooting for the masses.As an added bonus for instinctive shooters, there’s a
new section in the chapter on Predator traditional bows that reveals detailed information on the
latest in conquering target panic and honing instinctive shooting form. For archers shopping for
the ultimate traditional bow to help them achieve the most gratification in the sport, these pages
hold a wealth of secrets to knowing what properties to look for in a longbow or recurve then how
to make that bow perform to your expectations. That alone is a tall order. For the traditional
bowhunter, there are enough stories and bowhunting tips to help you hone every aspect of your
adventures afield — from what gear to use to outwit those elusive antlered trophies.Finally, for
the entire audience of traditional archery buffs, these pages hold something that’s seldom found
anywhere else. If you look past the printed words and absorb the true meaning from the pages
you read, you’ll discover the biggest treasure of all. It’s the often ethereal, yet very real secret to
finding your personal fulfillment in something that you love — traditional archery.As you read
these pages for the first time or as a repeat, you’ll find that the spirit within each chapter remains
the same. All of the bowyers reveal their detailed bowmaking techniques that helped spawn the
first big revolution in traditional archery that lives on today. They offer their perspectives and
philosophy on bowmaking, delving into the tricks of the trade and innovations that make up
traditional bowcrafting. In fact, much of the book wades into the technical aspects of almost
every part of crafting a traditional bow — from cutting the trees in the forest to the bow’s final
finish. To help you with all the bowmaking terminology, this book also contains a comprehensive
glossary and bow diagram reference. You’ll even find an index to aid in locating specific items or
points of interest.Because the information here is so technical relative to bow performance, each
bow profiled includes draw/force measurements and qualified hand-shot arrow speeds. A dual-
cell chronograph was used to record the hand-shot arrow speeds. Results vary with a shooter’s
draw and release. To minimize these shooter inconsistencies, only the top three arrow speeds
from a sampling of many were used to obtain an average relative chronographed arrow speed.



Of course, there are significant variables affecting arrow speed, such as the draw length of the
shooter, arrow weight, arrow length, fletching, nock type, bowstring type, bowstring accessories,
bow specifics, and shooter characteristics — all of which are noted along with the arrow speeds
from the bows measured. So as you browse through the information, try to qualify the results
with these human and physical variables.Besides the wealth of information about selecting a
bow and what makes different styles of bows perform, the sage of bowyers in this book offer
valuable advice on how to care for your bow. And they all give advice on how to shoot with
distinctive and often diverse insights on instinctive form, including both the mental and physical
sides of the challenge — from trick shooting to arrowing big game when your nerves are
frayed.As with every meaty archery book, you’ll also be served a hearty helping of bowhunting
adventure here, blended with solid how-to hunting information. With more than seven hundred
years of cumulative bowhunting experience, these bowmakers offer hunting stories aplenty, and
few are shy about telling how to bag the big ones or telling about the big ones that almost
bagged them. These wry bowmen discuss specific hunting techniques, including what gear they
use and why — from boots to broadheads.Though you might not expect it from the title, this
book will also take you on a grand travel adventure of sorts. It starts near the granite shores of
the Atlantic along the Hudson River and ends at the misty beaches of the northern Pacific coast.
So as you turn the pages, absorb the feel of the passing countryside, linger in the historic towns,
stroll through the dusty bow shops, tour the factories and homes as you discover each
bowmaker’s special world of traditional archery.Unlike the chapters that follow it, chapter two is
historical fiction that recreates a segment in the lives of the Yana Indians who once carved out a
niche of existence in northern California. Although fictional in part, the spirit of this chapter, “The
Early Ones,” represents a magical thread that transcends time and space between today’s
traditional bowyers and that lost race. For Ishi and his people, bowmaking was a way of life, a
way of death, and remained the ultimate craft that reflected the spirit of a person.Now, a hundred
years later, for the men in the following thirty-one chapters, bowmaking remains the ultimate
craft.So sit back long into the nights as you share and savor their tradition within these pages —
a tradition that now runs through your veins too.Dan BertalanMadison, Wisconsin, 2007Chapter
OneTRADITIONAL ARCHERY IN THE NEW MILLENNIUMIt’s ironic that the new millennium is
perhaps the best time in the history of mankind to become a traditional archer.Primitive hunters
roaming the late Paleolithic landscape may have had good hunting opportunities in an unspoiled
wilderness with their crude bows and arrows. But they were also on the menu of warm-blooded
prey and hunted by a host of predators that had developed a long-standing taste for human
flesh. Until stone points came along, nasty carnivores such as saber-toothed lions commonly
made short work of us fangless, clawless, shrieking bipeds. However, the development of the
bow and atlatl quickly changed all that. In no time, we spear and arrow-flinging humans wiped
out most of the large predators, and many of the large herbivores for that matter. For some
10,000 years, the bow and arrow impacted which species lived or perished across the
land.Despite the havoc that predators inflicted on primitive archers, other primitive cultures with



their archers posed an even bigger threat. The forgotten history of mankind around the world is
littered with the bone dust of societies that were blotted off the face of the earth with bows and
arrows. Since the first time that an arrow stopped a beating human heart, more cultures have
been wiped out using bows and arrows than perhaps any other single type of weaponry. For
thousands upon thousands of years, man killed man using bows and arrows in almost every
corner of every continent. The bow was a daily companion in defending life and delivering
death.Thankfully, times have changed for today’s archer. Unless they live in the deepest
recesses of the Ebook Tops, archers no longer kill each other with their bows and arrows. Oh
sure, mankind still openly kills his fellow man because of religious, cultural, or political
differences. We simply use more civilized means of destroying mass life nowadays. The bow has
been removed from the equation.So in the end, today’s archer no longer faces the lethal threats
from wild beasts and fellow archers that they endured for eons. Other than hunting in bear
country, or the rare cougar encounter, we no longer have to look over our shoulder in fear of
being picked off by some predator. We take our bows afield with little worry of being eaten by
lions or bears. And modern fatalities from arrows are as rare as hen’s teeth, or about one in three
million, annually — and accidentally. Based on those qualifications of safety alone, this is the
“best” time of all to be a traditional archer.Even with the mortal dangers removed from the
formula, it’s still the best time to be a traditional archer — especially for those interested in
bowhunting. We can roam the woods and mountains freely in quest of bowhunting adventure.
And oh what adventure awaits us there.More deer inhabit North America today than at anytime
in recorded history. In addition to the estimated thirty million out there now, the number keeps
growing by almost one million animals a year. With each yearly jump in populations, more and
more bowhunting opportunities spring up across the nation from overpopulated parks and
neighborhoods filled with deer to the open prairies where hunters can see a dozen trophy bucks
a day. But today’s bowhunter’s feast afield doesn’t end with deer alone. Black bear, elk,
pronghorn, and turkey have all surpassed one-hundred year highs in many parts of the country.
Combine this wildlife boom with a shrinking number of hunters pursuing them, and you have the
best hunting opportunities in species, seasons, bag limits, and distribution seen by modern
archers. Fred Bear once commented that he was happy when he saw one buck during a hunt
back in the 1940s. In contrast, today’s recurve or longbow shooter can see more than fifty deer a
day in some areas. The recent boom in bowfishing with traditional gear also reflects changing
times. Expanded access to waterways, plus refinements in today’s bowfishing gear, have
opened up more bowfishing opportunities for archers than ever before.If Fred Bear were still
alive today, he would also have to agree that traditional bows, arrows, and broadheads are better
than ever. The shrinking availability of quality cedar and the blossoming growth of the carbon
arrow industry have provided traditional archers with the straightest, strongest and most
indestructible arrows that have ever been launched from a bow. Admittedly, today’s carbon
arrows don’t hold the same nostalgic value as cedar. But they unquestionably allow a traditional
archer to shoot more accurately and deliver more of the bow’s stored kinetic energy into speed,



arrow flight, and penetration. Top that off with today’s broadhead designs and sharpness, and
you have the most effective combinations to ever jump from the string of a traditional hunting
bow.Though they haven’t changed as much as arrows in the past twenty years, today’s
traditional bows represent the cumulative evolution of seventy years of modern bowmaking. The
design, materials, and craftsmanship of the longbows and recurves being made today have
never been better. And the end results are bows that shoot better and are more durable than
ever before. The only drawback is perhaps that the selection has never been more daunting. The
combination of materials and designs from some bowyers alone is enough to confound any
budding archer. Compound that with hundreds of bowyers and you have the widest selection of
traditional bows to ever complicate or delight the marketplace. Despite these complications, it’s
still the best time ever to be shopping for or shooting one of today’s traditional bows.This isn’t
just opinion either. It’s a scientific fact.Norb Mullaney, a professional engineer from Wisconsin,
has tested more recurves and longbows over the past forty-seven years than anyone in the
country. His technical knowledge of bow design and performance is unsurpassed, his opinions
unbiased. And although he has seen more dramatic changes in compound bow design over the
past twenty years, he still marvels at the progression of traditional bow designs.“The newer
generation of hybrid longbows with their deflex-reflex design,” says Mullaney, “have made the
greatest strides in shooting and performance over the years. They are still classified as a
longbow yet they are now as nice to shoot as a recurve. And more bowyers are making these
hybrids. They are actually superior in performance to many of the older high performance
recurves of thirty years ago.”Norb notes that in his testing of bows, a 540-grain arrow is typically
shot from a sixty-pound bow drawn 28.25 inches from low point of the grip to bowstring. He
recalls that many of the “classic” recurves from the 1960s and 1970s tested in the 180 to 190
FPS (feet per second) range. Many of today’s recurves, and longbows for that matter, shoot
arrows in the 200 to 206 FPS range. Some of this can be attributed to improvements in bowstring
materials, some to bow design and materials.Unidirectional fiberglass backing and facing over
limb corewoods has been the standard within the traditional bowmaking industry for nearly 60
years. Fiberglass provides the external rigidity and durability of a working bow limb. Nonetheless,
as today’s bowyers push the technology envelope, some are trying new materials and designs
that leave traditional fiberglass and typical limb cross sections in the past.“Some bowyers, such
as O.L. Adcock,” says Norb, “have designed some unique varying limb cross sections that result
in a lighter limb with increased dynamic limb performance. The limb design of the Adcock bow
makes it very shootable by taking out the typical hand-shock of a longbow with lightening the
limb. The result is a longbow that shoots an impressive 210 FPS.”Besides new approaches to
limb cross section design, some bowyers such as veteran bowyer Arvid Danielson at Black
Swan Archery, have broken the tradition of using fiberglass for limb backing and facing. “Most
attempts at carbon facing on bow limbs,” Norb explains, “had to be covered with a layer of
fiberglass to protect the more fragile carbon. That just added more mass weight to the limb. But
Arvid’s designs have overcome this, which has resulted in less limb weight and superior tension



qualities. It improved performance up into the 210 FPS category. The only other traditional bow
design with that kind of performance was one of Mike Fedora’s recurves that was also in the 210
FPS range. That was an exceptionally fine bow.”Mullaney notes that most of the higher
performance recurves today top out around 206 FPS. And even though bowyers still strive for
innovations that will set them apart in the race for speed, Norb doubts that many will be able to
exceed the 210 FPS speeds that appear to be the upper reaches of materials and design of a
“traditional” bow.Perhaps the final arena where traditional archers enjoy the best times ever is in
archery information. The concept of Gutenberg’s printing press pretty much dominated archery
information and lore for some five hundred years until Howard Hill’s archery exploits hit the
movie screens in the mid-1900s. Adding to books and movie shorts, Fred Bear later inspired a
nation of sportsmen with his movie and television adventures. Years later, bowhunting
magazines and videos followed with a flood of archery and bowhunting topics, adding to the
growing volume of books. By the late 1980s, there seemed more than enough information to wet
the appetites of those interested in old-time archery and traditional bowhunting.But then two
things happened.Closely following the heels of the renewed interest in traditional archery, a
band of traditional archers from Oregon decided to publish the first magazine dedicated
exclusively to traditional bowhunting. The first issue of Traditional Bowhunter Magazine hit the
newsstands in the fall of 1989 with a run of 20,000 magazines. Today, they publish 65,000 and
the magazine is recognized as the definitive resource for traditional archery, bowhunting,
bowyers, and gear. “Traditional archery has gained a lot of respect within the archery
community,” says Larry Fischer, one of the founders of the magazine. “In fact, traditional archery
has become so popular that even the mainstream archery magazines now have special sections
on traditional bowhunting. We can’t claim that we grew traditional archery, but we can claim that
we are the printed catalyst that brought those interested in traditional archery together.”Larry
notes that the spark of interest that ignited the new trend in traditional archery twenty years ago
has grown into a full-fledged fire of interest in recent years. “The fifty or so bowyers that we had
back in the late 1980’s has grown to perhaps five hundred today. Half of those are relatively
small workshop businesses. Even the number of overseas and European bowyers has been
growing leaps and bounds.”The biggest change Larry has seen is in the participation at the
traditional archery gatherings. In the late 1980s, the Great Lakes Longbow Invitational in
Michigan, was the biggest gathering in the country, drawing about two old-time archers for the
shooting events and festivities. Though that seemed big at the time, today’s numbers at
traditional archery gatherings such as Denton Hills in Pennsylvania and the Compton in Berrien
Springs, Michigan can draw crowds of up to 10,000 participants. “Not only that,” adds Larry, “you
now have lots of states that have their own traditional archery clubs and host lots of smaller
shoots that pull in five hundred to a thousand shooters. And the best part within this growth is
seeing all the new young people getting into traditional archery as their first attempt in archery.
Anytime you get young people involved it’s good for the future of the sport.”Like others with their
finger on the traditional archery pulse of America, Larry estimates that about 10 percent of the



three million archers in the nation regularly shoot traditional gear, while maybe as many as 30
percent own and occasionally shoot traditional bows.Although Traditional Bowhunter Magazine
made a resounding impact on the printed information gap within traditional archery circles, the
explosion of the Internet over the past decade has changed the lives of everyone on the planet
— including archery information buffs.Today, Internet browsers have instant access to more
information on traditional archery and bowhunting than could have been imagined twenty years
ago. A Web search on traditional archery nets 1,250,000 results while a search on traditional
bowhunting nets 257,000 results. The range and volume of information on the subject is
suddenly overwhelming. Now, instead of waiting for magazines or catalogs to come in the mail
then sifting through printed information about shopping for or shooting traditional bows, Internet
users can wade through the full spectrum of multimedia where they can read information, view
images, listen to audio presentations, and even watch videos — all for free.One of the most
popular traditional bow sites is , the traditional counterpart of , which were both created by Pat
Lefemine. Joining the list of traditional archery and bowhunting information Web sites are , . , ,
and a host of others. Searches on related topics such as traditional bows, recurve bows,
longbows, and instinctive shooting could fill truckloads if they were printed. And when it’s all said
and done, today’s traditional archer has never had more vivid and comprehensive information at
his or her fingertips. Whether shopping for the ultimate bow or looking for accessory gear, the
information is simply a click away.As we look from our electronic Internet world back over the
past 10,000 years of man shooting sticks and stings for a variety of reasons, today, right here
and now, is by far the very “best” time to be a traditional archer. Primitive hunters may have had
grand days to recount around the campfire about the great beasts they felled with their bows. But
their days were also tainted with stories of hunters who didn’t return because the beasts
ultimately proved too great to slay. Native Americans locked in tribal battle with hostile foes for
decades had many a bad day with bow in hand, arrow in flesh. Ancient skeletons from primitive
cultures with flint, copper, and bronze arrowheads imbedded in bone only hint at the many bad
days afield with bows and arrows. For the legions of Roman archers on the battlefields during
the Byzantine era, their glory was tainted with blood and pain. For waves of Crusaders who
ventured east to reclaim the Holy Land for the pope, the hiss of an arrow was perhaps the final
sound to reach their ears. For the longbowmen on the killing grounds at Agincourt, shooting their
yew bows was gruesome business that blurred with mud and blood over countless days in the
Hundred Year’s War that consumed nations. For Ishi and the last of his native tribe, the precious
bow proved insufficient to defend their final strongholds in a virgin continent against the land lust
of the endless waves of white men. Nonetheless, Ishi passed on his great love for the bow to a
white doctor named Pope. And Pope, with his crude homemade gear, ultimately inspired our
fathers of modern bowhunting.So really, when put in the vivid perspectives of time,
circumstance, and space, this is unquestionably the best time ever to be a traditional archer.
Hopefully, with full appreciation of that fact, you can now sit back and enjoy the following pages
to help you savor the history and richness of today’s world of bows and arrows.Venture onward



friend, and share the spirit that has brought you this far.Chapter TwoTHE EARLY ONESA faint
rustle from the brush ahead sent the two boys diving among the broken rocks near the creek. It
was a poor place to hide, but circumstance gave them little choice. Their naked bodies were
covered with red dust that clung in patches to the sweat-lined wrinkles around their necks and
frightened eyes. Neither one dared breathe as they heard the padded footfalls
approaching.Straining, in slow snakelike movements, the boys contorted their bronzed bodies to
conform with crevices in the broken rocks. Their brown eyes exchanged expressions of fear and
excitement. Suddenly, a menacing shadow darkened their faces and paused near their hiding
place.Like their little brother the rock lizard, the boys slowly squinted and stopped all outward
expression of life. Tightened stomachs ached as they breathed in harmony with the distant
floating clouds. To become one with the lifeless red rocks was their only hope.Soon, the feared
one resumed her steady pace up the narrow trail to the woods. She was carrying her wood
gathering harness and water skin. Today, they would be safe. The boys emerged from the rocks,
grinning in triumph, and continued down the path to the base of the great cliff.The feared one
was Uni-na, the old crazy hag. Her ancient withered face held deep-set, blackened eyes that
could cast a wicked curse on a child. The evil spirits that haunted the distant singing caves
sometimes traveled on the north winds and entered the old woman’s head, sending her into a
rage. When touched by these spirits, she wandered about casting evil curses on children
reckless enough to get caught in her path.The adults in the village paid little attention to her odd
behavior. They knew she was the harmless crazy one. The children, however, ran wild-eyed into
the hills, hiding until the old woman tired and wandered back to her hut near the overhang of the
great cliff.Uni-na was forced to live there, isolated from the rest of the village, where her crazy
antics wouldn’t disrupt the harmonious tribe. Even though she was struck by the spirits, the old
crazy one could not be completely banished from the tribe. She was the woman of the tribe’s
creator of man-nee, Chu-no-wa-yahi, the crafter of the bow.Like two graceful deer, the boys
trotted down the trail to the base of the great cliff where the bowmaker lived. There, squatting
next to a smoldering morning fire, the old man stirred the embers. The boys saw past the ragged
furs, the matted grey hair, and the leathery skin draped over the hunched pile of gnarled bones.
In their eyes he would remain the mighty warrior Chu-no-wa-yahi.From the corner of his eye the
old man saw the boys approaching, but ignored them and began a low guttural chant while he
continued working on an unborn bow. The boys knew the chant was the old warrior’s special way
of greeting them. Even though he cherished their bright faces near his fire, the old bowmaker
was too proud to openly greet the boys. With eyes full of admiration, the two slowly crept near
the fire pit, kneeling in the reddish dust near the old man.When his audience settled, the
bowmaker’s chant turned into the broken song of an ancient tribal tale. Chu-no-wa-yahi’s story
was of the great hunter Yano-ni-yahi, who discovered the hidden valley of the white deer. As his
quivering, rhythmic song entranced the boys, Chu-no-wa-yahi continued his meticulous crafting
of the bow cradled over his shoulder. Spellbound, the youths wondered if the ancient magic from
the story was flowing from the old man’s hands into the emerging bow.Several high pitched fawn



bleats passed from Chu-no-wa-yahi’s pressed lips, as he recounted how Yano-ni-yahi lured the
snow white doe into bow range by imitating a distressed fawn. As the old man fashioned the
bow, the growling rasps of sandstone against juniper intensified the description of Yano-ni-yahi’s
pounding heart and the final gasps of the great white deer. When the old bow crafter finally
reached the legend’s climax, the boys were amazed to see that he had transformed the rough
juniper stave into the fine outline of a young bow.The old bowmaker saw in their eyes that the
boys were anxious to become men and receive their tribal bows, but two acorn harvests would
pass before they could enter the men’s lodge and become young warriors. Chu-no-wa-yahi tried
to quiet their restless spirits by telling them that the staves they had helped gather would be
ready to become bows when they became men.Earlier that spring, the boys had helped the old
bowmaker gather straight juniper staves from the shadowed slopes of Waganupa, the great
mountain two days north of the village. Chu-no-wa-yahi would slowly wander through the stands
of juniper, carefully selecting the straightest and strongest branches. Usually, these were the
lower branches which grew slowly from lack of sunlight. After spying a perfect branch, he would
have the agile youths carefully whittle off the stave.Their young arms knotted in pain during the
endless job of gently whittling free the tough branch. Although they were tempted to hack at the
stubborn wood with the flint hand axe, they knew it was strictly forbidden by the old bow crafter.
Hacking at the branch or attempting to break it could cause unseen lengthwise cracks that
would make the stave useless for crafting a fine bow. The boys learned that prized staves were
to be treated with the same gentleness as a helpless newborn.Once gathered, the staves were
taken back to the village near the base of the great cliff. There they were carefully split in half and
bundled together with straight pieces of seasoned wood to keep them straight during aging.
With the sapwood facing down, the staves were laid on wooden racks deep in a crevice at the
base of the cliff. Protected from rain and sun, the winds of many seasons would slowly age the
staves until it was their time to become bows.The old bowmaker knew when a piece of juniper
was ready to be crafted into a bow. He carefully inspected a prospective stave, first with
searching eyes, and then with his calloused, tactile hands. He flexed it between his powerfully
outstretched arms, and tested the sapwood with his thumbnail. Finally, he smelled the split
portion of the juniper, searching for the telltale aroma of a ripely seasoned piece. Chu-no-wa-
yahi told the boys how a piece of juniper, ready to be born into a bow, whispers softly to the
eyes, nose, and hands: “I am strong. I am worthy. I am ready.”After the staves were cut and
seasoned, the boys would not touch them. Soon they would be bows and tribal custom strictly
forbade children and women from touching man-nee. If by some careless act the bow was
touched by a woman or child, it was taken to the river and washed thoroughly in sand and water.
This cleansing from the earth removed any bad luck cast on man-nee by forbidden hands.Using
small flint or obsidian scraping tools and pieces of sandstone, Chu-no-wa-yahi fashioned the
rough staves. He never wasted a movement. His withered hands glided gracefully back and forth
like winging cliff swallows as he shaped the emerging bow. He preferred crafting during the
mornings when the sun reflected off the great cliff and illuminated the wood, revealing the fine



grain within, guiding his skilled hands along the emerging lines of power and grace.Once a
flatbow was rough shaped, the old warrior trimmed both ends until the bow spanned from his
outstretched hand to his opposite hip. Using a small piece of rounded sandstone, he gently
smoothed all surfaces until they flowed together in one harmonious contour. The old crafter
taught the boys that the power and smoothness within man-nee depended on the perfect
blending of the flat limbs into the rounded, narrower ends, and the thicker handle.During the final
sanding, Chu-no-wa-yahi would string a bow with a long sinew cord and gently draw back the
string with his hand while holding the center of the bow with his outstretched foot. By raising his
leg, his skilled eye could easily survey the bending arc of man-nee to ensure the balance and
symmetry of both limbs. He taught the boys that the limbs must be shaped to bend in a perfect
arc and in harmony, like the sweeping wings of the great eagle in flight.When finished sanding,
the bowmaker would lean into the glowing embers of the fire and scrape away smoldering coals
from two large rocks near the edge of the pit. Squinting from the hot smoke, his ancient face
sometimes looked more frightening than the crazy old hag. After the embers were cleared, the
old man would wedge one end of the bow between the closely spaced rocks and gently begin
bending the tip until it weakened from the heat. Once the tip was bent into a slight recurve, it was
held in place between two cool rocks in the shade of the wood pile. When both ends were bent
and set, the tips were slightly trimmed on the edges to accept the deer sinew bowstring.Once
man-nee was shaped into its final form, it was time for both bow and crafter to rest. Chu-no-wa-
yahi would gently lay the emerging bow flat on a grass mat near the back of his crowded hut.
There, the bow rested, face upward, for a full day before the tedious work of backing the new
weapon began. He told the boys that man-nee, like the newborn fawn, must rest after the first
day of creation.The old man often employed the energies of tribal children to chew dried sinew
from deer leg tendons into a soft workable form. While the children sat near the fire with puffed
mouths full of fibrous sinew, the old bow crafter would prepare a fresh pot of salmon skin glue.
The pungent aroma from the bubbling mixture and the constant chewing of dried deer tendons
quieted both the appetite and the conversation of the youths squatted around the fire.Before
summoning the children to his fireside, the old man would send Uni-na, the crazy one, down
river for the day to collect fresh willow bark for wrapping the bow. Although she had been his
woman since their youth, he could not have her near his fire when he needed unworn teeth and
tireless jaws to help prepare the sinew.Once chewed, the sinew was separated into soft fibers,
and soaked in a diluted mixture of salmon glue while the old man roughened the bow back with
a coarse piece of sandstone. Chu-no-wa-yahi would then apply overlapping layers of the sticky
sinew along the back of the bow. His glue-covered hands looked like two squat spiders spinning
the sticky strands of sinew up and down the bow. After gluing several layers of sinew, he tightly
wrapped the bow in fresh willow bark.Protected in the back of Chu-no-wa-yahi’s hut, the new
bow rested for several weeks while the sinew and glue mixture cured. When it was dried, the
bowmaker removed the willow bark and sanded the ragged edges of the sinew with a small
piece of red sandstone. He would then hand-rub more hot salmon glue over the entire bow until



it shined smooth like a wet snake. Finally, he wrapped a buckskin thong around the handle
section. Chu-no-wa-yahi fashioned the leather grip with great care to exactly fit the hand of the
new owner, allowing the bow and the hunter to function as one.As a young man, Chu-no-wa-yahi
had been praised as one of the most skillful hunters of the village. While hunting, his bow was a
part of him; an extension of his spirit. His shots at running deer and flying fowl were already
entwined into the village’s evening fireside stories. Over the years, his great love and respect for
the bow had grown into a fascination for crafting the finest bows in the land. And now, every
hunter in the village owned and treasured one of Chu-no-wa-yahi’s magical creations. Although
other men in the village made adequate bows; none matched the beauty or performance of
those that emerged from the fireside of Chu-no-wa-yahi. In the hands of a patient hunter, his
bows seldom failed to bring home needed game for the village. They were truly magic.The old
man’s skill at crafting bows was also respected by tribes in the far hills to the east and north.
Although others from different villages had tried to make bows similar to Chu-no-wa-yahi’s, they
failed to achieve the mystical performance of the old crafter’s bows. They somehow lacked the
special combination of knowledge, skill, patience, and the great love for bows that Chu-no-wa-
yahi held in his heart. To the old man, creating a bow was not a labor — it was his love, it was his
spirit, it was his existence.The two boys yearned to create bows like Chu-no-wa-yahi and spent
hours watching as he passed on more of his sacred craft to them. They, in turn, brightened his
heart with their youthful, sparkling faces at his fireside. Surprisingly, the days passed without the
disturbing thoughts or fire-side talk of Saltu, the hated white men who were beginning to invade
the lowlands to the west. Like a dark cloud within his heart, the old man feared that it was a
matter of time before the dreaded white men came into the hills and forced the tribe back into
the harsh canyons that only the deer and the eagle called home.But days with the young boys
were peaceful and comforting. They reminded him of his youth, and at night he dreamt of
hunting deer when he was young, and in his sleep, his arms drew the imaginary bow intertwined
with his spirit.After leaving Chu-no-wa-yahi each evening, the two boys walked up the trail back
to the village, and carried in their hearts a special bond with the old man. At day’s end, they
renewed their vows to one another: they would continue to learn the sacred crafting of man-nee
from Chu-no-wa-yahi, they would also pass the craft on to their sons.As they said a silent good-
night to one another with a meeting of the eyes, they knew in their hearts that someday they too
would be the pride of the village like old Chu-no-wa-yahi, the legendary Yana crafter of man-nee,
the creator of the bow.Chapter ThreePREDATOR TRADITIONAL BOWSTWO SHOTS TO
REMEMBERIt happened years ago and the mists of time should have clouded the memory. Yet I
can still see it as if it had happened yesterday. I can still hear the whack of the arrow as it hit.It
was at one of the big sportsman shows held at the Novi Expo center near Detroit. A few hundred
spectators crowded behind the shooting line where some of the nation’s top archers had been
gathered for a shooting demonstration. The master of ceremonies stood behind the shooters
with his microphone, announcing their credentials and giving a terse description of their archery
gear. Four new foam deer targets with three-inch red paper dots in the kill zone stood 25 yards



down range.The first up was some IBO champ or pro staffer who zinged two arrows from his
compound into one of the 3-D deer. The arrows pinned the edges of the red dot on the side of
the target. The man swaggered away from the line with the confidence that most pros need to
take home their prize money. Polite applause filtered through the crowd.Another pro shooter of
some ranking stepped up and repeated the feat with his compound. His long stabilizers hummed
with each slap of the bowstring. This time the two arrows huddled in one another’s shadow. More
applause.Murmurs rippled through the spectators as a young lady on the U.S. Olympic team
stepped to the shooting line. She drew her graceful recurve, poised in perfect form until she
drew the tip of the arrow past the clicker on her riser and the arrow leaped from the bow. It sailed
into the fresh dot on another target. A hush settled over the crowd as she drew her second arrow.
Her next shaft creased the outside edge of the dot. The applause rose into a mix of hoots and
cheers. Yeah, a recurve bow with the right person behind it was really something worth watching.
She smiled and waved to the onlookers. They smiled and waved back. The gal and her shooting
were both things of beauty to behold.Finally, the announcer introduced the last shooter, a
bowhunter shooting a 70-pound recurve of all things. He was some last-minute fill-in to show the
crowd that some people still bowhunteddeer with an old-fashioned stick ‘n’ string. And to top it
off, the guy had made his own bow and was displaying them at a booth in the show.Snickers
arose from the throng. I could almost feel the poor guy’s guts twisting as he shuffled up to the
line. His eyes nervously flicked back and forth from the remaining 3-D target to the floor near his
feet as if he were hoping some hole would suddenly open up so he could escape the trap he
was in. The only thing visibly remarkable about the guy was the apparent state of shock of being
cast into the limelight plus having to perform with homemade traditional gear in front of world-
class shooters. No, this wasn’t going to be pretty.I’d shot enough bows in competition to see a
man defeated before he even tried. He hardly looked stout enough to handle the heavy draw
weight. Shoulders slumped, he nocked an arrow and sighed heavily. He lifted his chin and gazed
at the target, almost squinting. Then in a heartbeat he was someplace else, someone else from
the shaken man who had stood there only seconds before.With fluid moment, he drew, held a
rock-solid anchor, exhaled and pulled cleanly through the string with back tensionuntil a little
string clicker on his limb made a barely audible “tick.” The arrow smacked dead center in the
small dot. He didn’t appear to hear the cursing and gasps of surprise that came from the crowd
as he drew his second arrow. He held this one at full draw even longer than the first, until his
muscles began to tremble. Ah ha, now the truth would come out. But as he pulled on the
bowstring, the quiver in his arm locked for a second, the clicker clicked, and the arrow jumped
from the bow.From a 70-pound recurve at 25 yards it’s hard to clearly see the arrow in flight. But
it was clear for everyone to see it when it rattled tightly against the first arrow in the dead center
of the dot. Everybody in the place that day appeared shocked that some frumpy looking average
Joe with a recurve could outshoot two pro compound shooters with release aids and an Olympic
shooter, all using sights and stabilizers. The only person who didn’t look stunned was the
recurve shooter who pulled his arrows quickly and with relief, shrugged almost apologetically to



the pros, then vanished off to the side.Two things struck me that day about Ron Pittsley shooting
his “homemade” Predator recurve in front of all those people — the honed shooting skills of the
instinctive archer and his classic recurve were perhaps the two most impressive traditional
things I had ever seen in public.“There was so much pressure with all those people watching
me,” recalled Pittsley, over fifteen years later, “that I felt pretty inferior because I was trying to
perform at something where I wasn’t even in the same league as those pro target shooters.“So I
pretty much escaped into a tunnel vision and tried to focus on the shot. Somehow I managed to
make two good shots into the target. They looked pretty good in comparison to the pros but I
think it was because I was so stressed that I became more focused than anyone else
shooting.“But without question, I couldn’t have done that in front of all those people without the
clicker making me go through all the steps of proper shooting form that required 110 percent of
my concentration. Those steps are drawing the bow, reaching full draw, establishing a solid
anchor, aiming, holding on the target, and increasing back tension until that clicker went off and
told me it was time to shoot the arrow. I think that consistently good shots need to be partially
“mindless” and the Crick-It allows that to happen.”THE ESSENCE OF SHOOTINGAsk a dozen
traditional shooters what they want to achieve more than anything else in the sport and they will
likely say they “want to shoot the perfect arrow.” For most archers, that simple, single act is the
essence of shooting traditional gear. But of course it’s not so simple to achieve. Then if you ask
them to define what shooting a perfect arrow means, they will include a few cornerstones such
as being in control of the shot, having perfect form, and hitting exactly where they’re aiming. That
all makes sense. However, if you watch that same dozen shooters on the practice line, few if any
can achieve what they want most from shooting their bows — because few are in control of their
shot, or demonstrate perfect form, or end up hitting where they’re aiming. Sorry, but it’s true. That
fact alone is the biggest fundamental reason why so many people drop out of traditional archery.
That’s also why the same number who enthusiastically try traditional archery each year almost
equals the same number who drop out from shooting frustration. And that’s why the number of
traditional archers who actively shoot traditional gear remains relatively constant. Perhaps the
saddest part of all is that most of them who eventually drop out could actually learn how to shoot
that perfect arrow if they had the right help. Recognizing that, then getting the help they need is
the key to someone finding either fulfillment or disappointment in the essence of shooting. (If you
read nothing else in this entire book, and wish to remain a traditional archer, take a moment to re-
read this pivotal paragraph then honestly ask yourself where you fit in and what you want from
traditional archery.)Even legends such as Fred Bear and Ben Pearson both had the malady of
target panic, which is the psychological inability to reach full draw and aim at a target. In fact, the
vast majority of archers shooting longbows and recurves eventually struggle with this affliction
that prevents them from becoming fulfilled at something they so desperately want fulfillment in.
At one time Ron Pittsley was also overcome with target panic. Yet unlike the thousands who
have abandoned the sport because they couldn’t conquer it, Pittsley not only beat it to become
one of the best instinctive shots in the nation, he perfected ways for everyone to beat it — and



achieve the essence of shooting in traditional archery.“The biggest challenge facing most
traditional archers,” says Pittsley, “is becoming proficient enough with their choice in bows to
remain gratified with the sport over time. In traditional archery it’s definitely harder to make the
arrow go where you want because of all the things the shooter has to do right every time. There’s
a whole lot of open space around that target and a lot of places to hit other than the bull’s-eye.
And it’s all just waiting for you to hit anywhere when you to do anything wrong. Those are some
of the things that make traditional archery so unforgiving.“So first, you have to realize that
archery, like a lot of shooting disciplines, requires practice and form. Shooting well doesn’t come
from a mood or a good feeling. It requires proper and very deliberate physical actions to get the
desired results. And that’s not a very easy concept for the masses to get a hold of. They tend to
approach it more from an attitude of, hey, let’s just grab this thing to go shoot it and have fun.
Sure, it’s fun hitting what you’re aiming at and that sometimes becomes a real distraction for
most shooters.“The solution is first getting a realistic grasp on what it takes to ‘feel good’ about a
shot. In part, if you want to feel good about picking up that bow and going out the door, you have
to embrace practice habits with defined goals and make it a true discipline. Too many people
approach their shooting with the attitude of hoping to be good at it. But few ever become really
good with the I hope I can attitude.”During medieval times, it was common for archers in warfare
to shoot 90-pound longbows — about the physical limits of a robust man back then. Of course,
they were tough dudes who didn’t work in an office all day. They lived or died by their ability to
shoot heavy bows long distances. But today’s archer doesn’t need to shoot a heavy bow to
survive. In fact, shooting too heavy of a draw weight inhibits the accuracy of most archers. Even
though bow weights have come down since we stopped going to war with them, many archers
have been over-bowed with too much draw weight since the resurgence of traditional archery.
And that contributes greatly to causing target panic and poor shooting. The good news for
traditional archery however is that bows weights have been coming down in recent years. Most
bowyers, including Pittsley, note that the average bow going out the shop door has dropped 10
to 12 pounds in draw weight. This coming out of the Dark Ages in bow weight is good news for
shooters and their form.“To shoot really well,” says Pittsley, “you need to learn to anchor, aim,
release with back tension, and follow through. But you can’t do all that when you’re over-bowed
like so many shooters have been over the years. That prevents you from getting to step two,
which is perfecting proper shooting form. Because without that, you can’t refine your confidence
and you can’t acquire the skills to become gratified with shooting. That’s why so many people
get frustrated and quit.”CRICK-IT TO THE RESCUEPittsley openly admits that he too was
struggling desperately once with becoming the traditional shooter he wanted to be. However, the
more he struggled, the worse his shooting got, until he almost threw in the towel. “Like many
people in their early years of bowhunting, I wanted to succeed so badly. But there wasn’t any
chance of that because I was trying to learn to shoot well exclusively while bowhunting. And
bowhunting is not a good arena to learn how to shoot a bow because you’re under tremendous
pressure that causes you to screw up, which manifests itself into more selfdoubt. I was so



frustrated as a bowhunter I was ready to go out and buy a bowling ball.“I had heard of a draw
check that helped people reach and maintain an anchor and execute back tension. So I made
my own draw check using a toggle switch from the dashboard of a junk car that I duct-taped to
my bow. The toggle switch clicked when I reached full draw and it instantly took my mind off what
I was doing wrong and made me start to focus on what I needed to do right. Suddenly for the first
time, I could see and feel what it was like to shoot a bow properly. From that point on, it’s just a
matter of perfecting form and execution.“I still shoot with a draw check that I’ve redesigned and I
always will. It’s a good device for maintaining shooting form. At this point in my shooting career
it’s second nature and like an old friend. For most traditional shooters it’s an absolute must to
help them get on track because so many archers don’t even know what it feels like to truly draw
a bow all the way to anchor, hold it, and aim it solidly, then release with proper back tension. But
a Crick-It can definitely help someone get into that shooting mode almost instantly.”Perhaps one
of the most unknown truly great traditional shots in the country, Pittsley uses a combination of
high anchor, a slight bow cant, and full concentration on form — with the psychological help of
his Crick-It.After Pittsley discovered how the draw check clicker changed his shooting, he began
selling the ones made at the time. Almost overnight, many of the shooters at his local archery
club using clickers and his Predator recurves became some of the top shots in the state. Yet as
good as the clicker was, Pittsley saw some ways to make it better. “With the help of a buddy, I
refined the design to one that was more aesthetically pleasing and less intrusive on the bow. The
new design also worked a little better with less foot-pounds of pull tomake it click. After we made
the refinements, we began making them as the Crick-It draw check and the product is still going
strong.”Always coming from his soft-sell perspective, Pittsley focuses mostly on helping other
people to enjoy the sport more and not drop out. “No, the Crick-It isn’t for everyone. First, you
need to ask yourself honestly if you’re fully satisfied or dissatisfied with your shooting. If you’re
dissatisfied or want to improve, by all means consider everything to help you improve. That can
be either good instruction from a qualified shooter or a draw check like a Crick-It. Unfortunately
for most people, instruction alone can’t conquer the target panic that is causing their poor
shooting. It’s almost impossible in fact. So the Crick-It offers an opportunity for any archer to
instantly see and feel the proper shot. But it isn’t a magic bean. It’s simply a little tool that will
help shooters achieve a path of success in learning how to draw, anchor, aim, and shoot an
arrow with back tension. And man, that catapults you way ahead in the archery game.“The real
gratification in making the Crick-It is seeing people who are frustrated with archery getting this
simple little device, putting it on their bow, and suddenly seeing how to achieve what they have
been trying to accomplish for so long. Then they have the choice of setting a goal of shooting a
Crick-It their whole life like me, or just putting it on their bow for three months until they learn how
to shoot a bow with proper, consistent form.”The Crick-It draw check has proven a simple and
effective cure for thousands of archers conquering target panic.Despite its redeeming remedies
for poor shooting and target panic, the Crick-It still comes under fire from certain traditionalists.
How can you put a small piece of metal and string on a traditional bow and still call it



“traditional”? For those caught up more in idealistic definitions and less in learning how to shoot
a bow with consistent confidence there will always be that debate. However, a growing number
of traditional bowhunters who are honest about their shooting skills under pressure and ethics
afield believe that it’s more important to shoot the best arrow they can from their traditional bow
rather than risk a poor shot that could haunt them for years. Nonetheless, the debate continues,
and in the end, all individuals must wrestle with their value systems and ethics to ultimately
guide themselves to a decision that makes them feel right about their approach to shooting
traditional style bows. Heck, some people still debate whether fiberglass on bow limbs or
Fastflight bowstrings are really “traditional.”UNCOMMON MARKET VIEWUnlike most of his
bowyer counterparts, Ron Pittsley has worked professionally in both small and large scale within
the bowmaking industry. He began making his Predator takedown recurves in the late 1980s
after building a few bows with his friend Mike St Johns. After perfecting his limb and riser
designs, Pittsley began selling the first prototypes of the Predator in 1988. Making the bows in
the back room of a radiator auto shop that he owned at the time, he began selling them
locally.Almost overnight, their classic look combined with the way they shot made them
commonplace at his local archery club. Soon word spread nationally and the Predator takedown
recurve became firmly established as a top performing bow.By 1995 the owner of Darton
Archery in Michigan, a bow company with a long history in recurves, took a special interest in
Pittsley’s design. They were so interested in fact, that in 1996 Darton hired Pittsley to head up
their reviving recurve manufacturing business, and to make the Predator for their recurve line of
bows. By the year 2000, it became clear that trying to introduce custom recurves into a
compound-dominated dealer market was fraught with too many challenges. However, Pittsley
continued marketing Darton’s full line of bows until 2005. Then it was time to return to his roots in
archery. He left Darton and resumed his custom bowmaking business in a small shop near his
home in East Tawas, located in northeast Michigan. There, under the new name “Hunter’s
Niche,” and with the help of business partner, Mike Hoadley, Pittsley makes Predator bows,
Flemish weave bowstrings, and the Crick-It draw check. And through all the changes in the past
twenty years, Pittsley has gained an uncommonly broad perspective of the archery industry.“All
shooting sports are declining,” notes Pittsley with a genuine tone of concern in his voice, “and
blood sports are on the chopping block more than any. However, archery is somewhat insulated
from that because it has become more of a family sport and a form of weekend entertainment.
As people shoot their bows for fun, it’s natural for them to think, hey, I can use this thing for
hunting. Then they quickly graduate from carp to elk. So really, archery has perhaps the
strongest foundation of any of the shooting sports for the future.A younger Ron Pittsley field
testing an early Predator design on this dandy Iowa whitetail.“Within the sport of traditional
archery, you have two main groups of people. First there are those who have done it forever and
have no interest in doing it any other way. Then there’s the transitional archer who has moved to
traditional archery from the high-tech side from boredom. There are also a few new to the sport
who feel that traditional archery is where they should begin. But no matter how they get into it,



the bottom line is that shooting a traditional bow draws people’s interest because they are just so
much fun to shoot.”FUN TO SHOOT — PRETTY TO LOOK ATThe foundation of a traditional
bow that is fun to shoot hinges on a bow design that best converts the archer’s energy into
launching an arrow accurately at the target. That’s sounds simple enough. However, the
characteristics that make an ideal design can become pretty complex. The Predator recurve is a
takedown bow, so the actual working portion is confined to the limbs. The limb design evolved
during the early years of development of the Predator and hasn’t changed since Pittsley
discovered the ideal balance between speed (AMO speed of 204 feet-per-second,
independently tested) and shooting stability. “The limb we build now is essentially the same
Predator design that I took into Darton Archery years ago and came back out the door with. It’s
been proven by others that it’s going to store energy well and be efficient in delivering that
energy with good arrow speed. So from that point of the view, it’s a very good working limb from
a pack of many.Despite his experience within a large archery company, Pittsley still uses good
old elbow grease and a skilled eye to put the custom finishing touches on shaping his
risers.“That’s important because what makes any bow perform is 90 percent in the limb design
of how those limbs store your physical energy and how it delivers that energy to the arrow in
efficiency. Without the mechanical advantages that you get shooting a compound bow, the
traditional archer can actually feel and see all of the bow’s function when they shoot it. So if you
have a design that works well, the remaining quality of a bow is about how pretty you can make it
look and your understanding about everything with materials and construction so that it holds up
over time.”In making his bow limbs, Pittsley follows a combination of convention and modern
manufacturing techniques. The workhorses of his limb manufacturing are his huge limb presses.
They appear like Goliath things compared to a few simple metal bands and C-clamps used by
some old-time bowyers. His big industrial presses weigh over 1500 pounds each and use a two-
stage operation. First, they hydraulically come together to encase the limb laminates, then use
air pressure in an air hose to exert the final uniform pressure across the limb composites. “It’s
important to have limb presses that are large and rigid.” Pittsley notes. “After the air hose presses
the forms together, a uniform heat-strip heats the laminations evenly to cure the glues.”Though
the huge limb presses look like overkill for a small custom bowmaking operation, Ron points out
that they are simply part of an overall procedure that requires knowledge and attention to
production standards that he honed at Darton. “Making a composite laminated bow these days
is pretty common knowledge and overall it hasn’t changed much in the past 20 years. What has
changed for me is the technical knowledge I’ve gained of how to produce a bow more
proficiently and understand when those procedures are right or wrong. In short, when you’re in
more control of all the various techniques and materials of making a bow, you make a better
bow. And the biggest challenge there is laminating up layers of wood and fiberglass with the
proper glues and techniques that are designed for this industry — because it’s pretty tough to
hold those pieces together in a working bow over time.”Making limbs and riser in perfect
alignment is a critical process. Here Pittsley uses a special machined metal riser and machinist’s



table with some custom jigs in making perfectly aligned interchangeable limbs.The massiveness
of Predator’s industrial-strength limb presses insure the integrity of the valuable limb forms and
solid lamination of the composites.For limb core materials under clear or black fiberglass,
Pittsley often uses laminated maple Actionwood or solid maple. Bamboo has also become a
popular corewood of choice. They also offer limb cores in some exotics, red elm and black
locust. “If you just want stable performance, maple is technically the best corewood. If you want a
combination of good looks and stability, red elm and black locust are my two top
choices.”Predator risers blend 21st century materials such as black Phenolic and resin-
impregnated woods with classic lines from the 1950s.Ron builds his riser sections with multiple
laminated layers of woods with stripes and strips that offer good looks blended with strength.
Unlike many traditional bowmakers, Pittsley also uses various synthetics such as Phenolic and
Mycarta, which are paper and cloth resin materials common to other manufacturing industries.
“They’re really different and fun stuff to work with,” says Pittsley. “Most people are looking for
things that are different and we blend them with exotic woods such as bubinga, which is African
rosewood. It’s a good, heavy, strong, durable wood, and it’s reasonable to work with. We also
use other exotics such as bocote, cocobolo, ebony, and a host of others. One thing I’ve used that
most bowmakers don’t is maple impregnated with acrylic resin. It really stabilizes the wood and
gives it mass weight, more strength, and neat colors. The nice thing is that with so many good
choices in materials, we can match those variations to the beauty in the eye of the
beholder.”Despite some of the high-tech production techniques and materials that go into a
Predator, its classic appearance harkens back to the heydays of traditional archery. So does
Pittsley’s recommendation on bow weight. He notes that one of the reasons that archers from
the 1950s and 60s shot so well, was that they usually shot recurves in the 45-pound range.
During the first big resurgence of traditional archery in the 1980s, archers upped their draw
weights to between 60 and 70 pounds. Perhaps it was a macho thing or the image of big men
like Howard Hill who could handle heavy bows. Whatever the reason, being so over-bowed
resulted in a lot of archers not being able to accurately and comfortably handle their bows.
Today, the average Predator going out the door is in the 50-pound range. And ideally, having a
second pair of limbs in the 40-pound range is a smart option for archers to use to comfortably
hone there shooting form.HEROES AND DREAMSEven Pittsley admits that trying to emulate
the heroes in traditional archery decades ago caused most shooters to reach beyond their
practical physical limits, including himself. But those heroes also offered us the tantalizing allure
of shooting recurves and longbows. They also made us reach for our dreams of bowhunting
adventure. “There are a lot of people who have made notable contributions to archery since its
modern inception in the 40s and 50s. However, the heroes from yesteryear like Fred Bear, Ben
Pearson, and Howard Hill actually created our sport. They defined it and made it what it is today.
They functioned by vision rather than by ego. And you can’t really reproduce that kind of hero in
archery today. Those founding fathers of archery and bowhunting only come around once in a
lifetime.”Inspired by the movie adventures of his long-time Michigan hero, Fred Bear, Ron



Pittsley dreamed of chasing massive antlered creatures across North America with his recurve.
And when his Predator started to sell in the early years, he began feeding that thirst for grand
adventure by diving headlong into his bowhunting.One such trip took him to the wilderness of
Quebec where he got to prove both his nerve and the ability of his Predator bow. It was late
September and moose were full in the rut. Despite a long week in the bush traversing lakes and
rivers in canoes and calling in earnest, only one small bull sauntered within bow range. Before
Pittsley and his hunting buddies knew it, the week was almost over. They packed up and headed
back to the main outpost for a shower and hot meal before heading home.With only a few hours
remaining before he had to leave, Pittsley and his partner headed out into the darkness for one
final morning hunt near the lodge. Only days before, an elderly bear hunter had been watching a
setup down a logging trail when he was supposedly “chased off” by an angry bull moose. So
Pittsley and his partner walked down that trail at first light under the glow of a cloudless sky.The
air hung still in dead silence. His partner bellowed into the dawn with a homemade moose call.
Immediately a bull answered. “Wouka!” It was less than 200 yards and coming, so the hunters
set up a quick ambush. On the second bellow from the call, a chorus of moose talk echoed
through the timber from the valley below. The angry calls of two cows in heat told the unfolding
story. They didn’t want their boyfriend wandering off from his duties. Despite a heated exchange
of cow calls, the soft grunting of the bull confirmed that he was not only staying with his cows,
but moving off in the opposite direction.Pittsley and his buddy quickly changed tactics. If the bull
wouldn’t come for love, perhaps he’d come for a fight. By the sounds of their calls, the moose
had already moved off several hundred yards so the hunters quickly closed the gap to within 100
yards. Using a slab of wood from a lightning-shattered tree, Ron’s buddy began raking the brush
while letting out some crisp challenge grunts, trying to sound like a younger bull. The response
from the big bull was instantaneous. He let out a challenge grunt of his own and began plowing
his way through the timber, breaking over saplings as he closed the gap. With little place to hide,
Pittsley crouched behind a lone stump 20 yards in front of his buddy.Point-blank bull — Pittsley
(on right with beard) and his calling partner lured this old bull within spitting distance before he
drove home a broadhead from his 70-pound Predator.For those who haven’t witnessed it, there’s
a deep sense of awe to suddenly seeing a half-ton of bull moose appear from seemingly
nowhere. The second wave of adrenaline hits when it’s lumbering straight for you.Either fate or
luck had placed that lone stump there years before, and now Pittsley hugged its outline as the
bull moose walked directly toward him. At 20 yards, Pittsley drew his recurve and held. The
moose came onward. At 10 yards the bull paused and looked in the direction of the caller. Ron
knew a frontal shot was reckless and held the 70 pounds with determination. The bull lowered
his head and grunted, then resumed his approach. At 5 yards, the bull had to turn slightly
broadside to get past the stump. When it did, Pittsley’s arrow sliced through the bull’s chest
behind the shoulder and sailed down through the timber. The bull grunted and ran wildly
downhill past the other hunter who sent another arrow into the bull. Seconds later, Pittsley rose
on weak knees to watch the record-class bull topple over in the nearby trail.On the surface,



Pittsley’s moose may sound like just another bowhunting story. But on closer inspection, it
reveals the character of the man.First, most other hunters in the party had already given up. It
had been a long week filled with dashed hopes. Despite the poor odds of hunting one final
morning so close to the lodge, Pittsley showed a hint of the determination that follows him in his
bowmaking and bowhunting.Secondly, when things didn’t work as planned with the cow calls,
Pittsley remained versatile and quickly changed tactics with his partner. From the moment he left
the lodge, he never lost sight of his quest or wavered in his commitment. He does the same in
his bowmaking.Being at full draw on a grunting moose at 10 yards would have tempted many a
bowhunter to release the string and hope for the best on the frontal shot. But Pittsley knew better
and would rather miss the opportunity altogether than take a poor one. Few hunters could have
remained so rock steady holding 70 pounds at full draw, waiting for the right window of
opportunity. But years of training physically and mentally on when to shoot with all your
confidence helped him hold back for the right shot.So in the end, the story isn’t about some
lucky sap who just happened to sit behind the right stump and arrow a moose at 4 yards that
anyone could have hit. It’s a story more about the fiber of a man and how he lives his life. It’s the
story of a modern-day predator and the bow he builds which carries that concept into the hands
and hearts of traditional archers. However, if you ask him to recount his moose hunt or the host
of other big game he has taken across North America with his recurve, you’ll also discover a
man almost painfully shy at times, who, like his hero Fred Bear, would rather talk about your
bowhunting accomplishments than try to bask in any limelight of his own.LOOKING
AHEADDespite the downward trends in most of the shooting sports nowadays, Ron remains
optimistic about the future of old-time archery. He bases his opinions on years of working in a
variety of jobs within the overall archery industry, from selling Predator recurves to Darton
compounds. “In my experience in promoting archery within large and small archery companies, I
never tried to let myself get pigeon holed as an archer. That’s one reason I welcome all archers,
including compound archers. I think it’s important to gain a much broader view of how the
shrinking sport of archery is functioning within our world, and the open-mindedness that it takes
to promote it.”Part of Pittsley’s optimism is knowing that the captivating allure of the romantic
roots of archery will prevail through time — as it has for almost a hundred years since Ishi
walked out of the hills of northern California and wound up in the care of Dr. Saxton Pope.
“Another reason that I think traditional archery has a solid future is because it captures such a
broad cross section of archers today. That’s based upon the fact that there are a lot of archers
moving around more within the sport of archery through interest in new challenges or boredom
in what they’re doing. And more and more of them are landing in traditional archery because
that’s the natural progression of things. It’s almost ironic that traditional archery is the spot where
many people end uplooking for something ‘new’ in archery and bowhunting.”Pittsley cautions
that the promising future of traditional archery doesn’t rest in the hands of fate alone. Like
anything worth preserving, it takes promotion and planting seeds well into the future. “For
archery to continue to be strong,” he says, “we need to get back into making it an all family event



and make it fun for everyone with more target shooting events. That fulfills the need of a lot of
families looking for more outdoor things to do as a family. This would expose more of the
population to the sport and could actually make it more of a growth sport. That could result in
more people eventually trying things like bowfishing for carp, which could evolve into trying for
moose.“Of course we all need to help the sport by passing it on to friends and peers by inviting
them to try it. Simply invite them to try bowfishing. Man, there’s nothing more fun than that. On a
bigger scale there are people like Roy Grimes in Kentucky who started the National Archery in
the Schools Program. That program got archery back into our schools, which is going like
gangbusters now. We need to tip our hats to people like Roy because he was seeking a vision
with NASP and not just personal notoriety.”In his own little corner of the world, Pittsley is passing
on his archery heritage to his three sons: Myles, Trevor and Logan, who all shoot bows with zeal.
Myles and Trevor, who are actually young men, have become bowhunting fanatics.Despite the
sometimes overcrowded world of traditional bowmaking, Pittsley also sees a glimmer of
promise, even in his competition. “It’s interesting how archery history is repeating itself on a
smaller scale within the traditional bow market. You have small bowmakers continuing to perfect
their products, and they’re getting better year by year. Over the past fifteen years they have given
fifteen years of improved products to the consumer. And that’s good for traditional archery.“It’s
also good to see the newer generation of bowmakers getting into the business, either through a
new business or by having some older bowmaker pass on their skills and business. Naturally,
there are a lot of similarities in bows, but there are also a lot of new ideas coming out at an
increasing rate as bowyers try pushing the envelope — and much more so than there was ten or
fifteen years ago. All of that adds up to a winning scenario for bowmakers and traditional
archers.“So really, there are two ways to look at all the new traditional bowmakers out there. If
you’re a bowyer who thinks that there are too many and are intimidated by the competition, you
might see the glass as half empty. But if you see them as new people who will eventually help us
perfect bowmaking and promote archery as we move forward, you might see the glass as half
full. It’s important to remember that in any market, strong competition only serves to produce
something better for the consumer and ultimately for the health of the sport.”Fine-tuning on limb
shaping and string groves plays a crucial role in maintaining perfect dynamic limb alignment.
Here, Pittsley painstakingly checks dynamic alignment.At this point, few would disagree that
Ron Pittsley is somewhat of a Renaissance man in the realm of archery. He has walked down
the different paths in archery, starting as a homespun traditional bowmaker, graduating to a big
archery corporation manager, then wandering back down the trail he began on decades before.
Yet philosophically he finds himself on the same trail in life, the same fundamental man he has
always been. And with his trademark, unabashed philosophical perspective, he offers perhaps
the biggest secret of all in archery.“The real secret to finding happiness in traditional archery,”
says Pittsley, “is first seeking the right gratification in an accomplishment, whether you want to
bowhunt, hit a target, or just stump shoot. Then you need to be gratified in what you accomplish,
and don’t let ego ruin your aspirations. For instance, if you are driven by all the media hype to try



and shoot a world record deer, you’ve set yourself up for failure because you’re probably never
going to get one. So if you shoot traditional archery, set goals that are meaningful to you and
realistic relative to your skills within reasonable distances. It’s okay to push yourself toward those
goals. But don’t get caught in the ego trap that is sometimes the nature of the beast. That means
not getting discouraged when you can’t accomplish unrealistic goals. So take a good
perspective before you start. And have fun. That’s what traditional archery is all about.”Predator
Traditional BowsThe Hunter’s Niche989-984-0838Chapter FourTHE TRADITIONAL LONGBOW
COMPANYCONTRADICTIONSThere is a stark contradiction between the forested hills around
Mahopac Falls and the rigid electric skyline of Manhattan just thirty-five miles to the south. It’s a
vivid contrast for those swept away from New York City in rush hour traffic like scraps of
driftwood. As the current of lights and steel rushes northward, it ebbs as branching streams of
cars escape into the recesses along the Hudson River Valley. Driving north quiets the spirit.
Maybe it’s the solitude of the rugged granite terrain or the hardwood forested hillsides. Unlike the
city, the landscape here doesn’t scream of human conquest. Its glacially scoured hills have
served as a natural fortress through the centuries, holding back man’s oppressive shaping of the
land.Narrow roads wind aimlessly between the hills like meandering game trails, often following
lake contours through scattered villages. Colonial stone fences and shrouding canopies of
hardwoods line many of these asphalt trails, some still whispering the ancient creaking of
overloaded wagons, the heavy breathing of laboring horses, and the shuffling foot falls of
Washington’s troops plodding through the night.Along one of these roads and not far from West
Point, Washington’s Revolutionary Headquarters, and Bear Mountain Bridge, lies the small
community of Mahopac. Tucked away in the maple-covered hills east of town is a special place
of interest to longbow admirers. It’s the home of Frank San Marco and the birthplace of his
Traditional Longbow.Like the modern yet ancient weapon he creates, and like the land where he
lives, San Marco is full of contradiction. His youthful face exudes a reserved boyish smile framed
with a reddish brown beard and thick hair, but his blue-grey eyes search like an old wise man’s,
deciphering the person behind a face.When greeting strangers, he shakes hands with a
reserved carefulness that may be perceived as shyness. His hesitation, however, is a courtesy.
His oversized muscular fingers look as though they belong on a much larger man and they stop
far short of their vise-like power.JUST PART OF IT ALLSan Marco was born and raised in New
York state and has a distinctive accent to match his heritage. From boyhood he worked as a
heavy duty equipment mechanic for his father’s construction company and he attributes the
development of his massive hands to those formative years.Today, he shares his secluded home
on the outskirts of Mahopac with his wife and two daughters. He teaches science, environmental
education, and wilderness survival at the Ardsley Middle School. In his survival course, San
Marco teaches more of an Indian survival rather than a modem military course. As a New York
State registered Wilderness Guide he’s well qualified to teach the outdoor courses, which to him
represent more than just subjects of education. They’re an important part of his life and
represent a piece of his spirit.At home in the woods, San Marco is keenly knowledgeable about



his native surroundings. While strolling through the forest, his feet slip between delicate wonders
hidden within the forest floor which most people would unknowingly crush. Stopping near the
musty remains of an old log, he gently picks several varieties of woodland edibles and seems at
home sitting crosslegged on a large slab of lichen-spotted granite, nibbling sprouts of sweet
clover and fiddle heads. His intimate knowledge of nature’s little-known plants, wild foods,
spices, and medicinal plants is amazing.San Marco incorporates his forest wisdom and strong
philosophies about man’s relationship with nature into his environmental education programs.
Some of his philosophies were gleaned from Tom Brown, author of The Tracker. “Philosophically,
he turned me around in life. I had always hunted and respected wildlife, but he gave me an
insight into nature that was spiritual in essence. He made me look at the earth differently. For the
first time, rather than feeling like a dominating creature, I really felt like a part of it. I felt like an
animal, and that I was really no better than anything else. It was humbling yet also elevating,
recognizing that it’s okay to be part of the system and not to be in control of it. It’s the system
that’s really important, not you per se. I’ve learned to value the system more than the dominance
of it.“When I go into the woods now, I legitimately feel like I’m home. But I used to feel like I stood
out and I wasn’t a part it, that I was an observer and a spectator. That isn’t true now. I really feel
like I belong there. I’m not an intruder any more.”A NEW LOOK ON LIFEBesides being sensitive
about the environment, San Marco exudes a tempered perception of life that one might expect
from a wise grandfather. It partly comes from his philosophy about the environment, but even
more so, it’s the result of what happened to him one morning in 1975.San Marco was
participating in a midsummer motorcycle race in New Jersey. It was an off-road Enduro race with
rutted trails twisting through rugged wooded terrain. San Marco was no novice to the sport. He
knew about the accidents, occasional broken bones, and minor injuries that were part of pushing
man and machine to the limits. It was just an acceptable hazard.Or so he thought.During the
race, San Marco zoomed past another rider and was power sliding through a blind, water-strewn
curve when it happened. His cycle spun out of control, hurling him head first into a boulder,
breaking his neck. He crumpled to the ground like a rag doll and lay with his face submerged in a
puddle. Although he was dazed, San Marco knew something was terribly wrong — he had no
sensation from the neck down and he couldn’t move.Straining, he lifted his head and sucked in a
breath before slumping back into the puddle. Determined not to drown in three inches of water,
he again struggled to lift his head. This time, he tried to scream for help, but only a raspy whisper
trickled from his throat before his face dropped back into the puddle. Soon, another rider came
to San Marco’s side and held his face out of the murky water.At the hospital, doctors bluntly told
him he would never move his body again. A part of him wanted to be back in the puddle quietly
accepting the end. Yet another part of him refused to accept his hopeless future.Total
helplessness filled him with despair. To escape his dismal reality, his mind wandered to the
woods and to bowhunting. He even playfully imagined someday building himself a bow and
wondered what weight limbs he might be able to pull, taunting himself with the fantasy.Although
his spinal cord was severely damaged, it had not been severed. To San Marco that meant there



was hope. With time, he began to get faint tinglings in his extremities, which later developed into
slight movements. Filled with determination, he struggled for a year relearning how to move his
body.NEW MUSICAfter his unbelievable recovery, doctors said his recovery chances had been
one in ten thousand. For San Marco, love, family, touching, feeling, and simply being able to walk
in the woods again, took on new meanings. Gradually he regained most of his motor skills.
However, he was unable to regain controlled, rapid hand movements.Back then, San Marco had
also hand-crafted and played custom guitars. He was an expert guitarist and music was an
important part of his life. But after the accident, even his most determined efforts to once again
play the guitar resulted in frustrating, feeble attempts. Shackled with childlike dexterity, playing
and building custom guitars faded from his life.His passion for the six-stringed instrument was
eventually replaced by the sweet hum of a lone string. It was the music of the longbow. San
Marco’s bedside fantasy would come true.CHALLENGEDSan Marco’s introduction to
bowhunting came when he was six years old. It was a magic mixing of boyish adventure, a
wooden longbow, and a bushy-tailed grey squirrel. Although the squirrel simply shrugged off a
well-placed shot, an astonished but determined bowhunter was born.In the years that followed,
San Marco hunted with his father and cherished their moments together afield. After his father’s
death, he roamed the forests alone and plunged himself into the inner depths of hunting. He
pursued the sport with zest and eventually made what he feels was a natural progression — a
deep commitment to bowhunting.As San Marco the bowhunter grew and changed, so did his
equipment. He replaced his boyhood longbow with refined recurves, and he later tried a
compound bow. Like many archers, he quickly discovered that the compound bow was an
effective “killing” weapon, but the mechanical device prevented him from fully realizing the
essence of the bowhunting challenge.To recapture the thrill, San Marco stepped back in time,
making the full circle in his gear, and readopted the simplistic longbow as his hunting weapon.
“What’s special about the longbow is its honesty as a weapon. By an honest weapon, I mean
that the results of shooting are truly affected by the skills and ability of the archer. If you’re
successful with it, it’s because you have the skills. It’s because you have put in your time and
been dedicated to its mastery. Whatever success you have earned, entitles you to the personal
accolades. If you blow a shot, you can’t blame it on anything — it’s simply you.“There is a sense
of personal unity with the weapon. When you’re drawing back you feel your life’s energies being
expended in the elasticity of the limbs. When the arrow is propelled forward, you know it’s your
life energy that’s part of it. So, when it strikes and takes an animal, you feel that it’s really you.
There is nothing in between. Your fingers are in contact with the string and you feel your muscles
stretch to their limits.“With a compound, I’m using gadgets, pulleys, and a whole series of
devices which remove my energies from the arrow. When that arrow is on its way, I don’t feel the
same connection between the arrow’s energy and myself as I do with a longbow. The longbow is
simple, direct, and a function of you. For that reason, I think it’s honest.”FOREST
ADVENTURESSan Marco often takes his honest bowhunting companion into the deep woods of
the Catskills and Adirondacks where he enjoys blending in with these wild places. Although he



prefers roaming the big woods, he consistently harvests more game hunting close to home in
Westchester County. There, the ever adaptable whitetail finds refuge and even flourishes in the
protection of estates and private homes.At home in the forest, his favorite style of whitetail
hunting is slipping through the brush and at times melting into the woods, but he admits that
stand hunting from a tree is often more productive. Although he seldom passes a shot at a buck,
San Marco doesn’t consider himself a trophy hunter. “For me, the life of a small doe is as
precious as a large-racked buck.”One of San Marco’s most memorable whitetail hunts was his
first bow-killed deer. It was a classic broadside shot at thirty-three yards from a small ground
blind. As he approached the downed animal, he felt the flush of amazement in realizing that his
once boyhood toy could be such an effective weapon. His bowhunting dreams lay before him in
reality.Although deer offer plenty of deep woods excitement, squirrels are his favorite longbow
quarry. Wearing a pair of moccasins and cradling his yew longbow, San Marco slips through the
woods in search of the little bushytails. He likes damp or rainy days when stalking conditions
provide a hushed forest floor. With the fast-moving, sharp-eyed squirrel as the quarry and the
longbow as his weapon, it’s a supreme bowhunting challenge, producing shots to remember.
“My best shot was right here on my property. I was stalking quietly through the woods when I
spotted a large grey squirrel crossing an open field, heading towards the thick woods. If he made
it into the dense cover I would lose my opportunity for a shot, so I quickly changed direction and
took a few quiet steps toward him.“There was a barrier of trees and a low rock wall between us,
but he caught my movement and he ran for the trees. All I could see was this little grey body
flashing through the row of trees, but there was one small opening. I drew, anchored, and shot in
one fluid sweep. I watched the blunt-tipped arrow and his body converge as his air-bound chest
just crossed the thicket line. It was a cleanly placed, lethal arrow, the kind of shot the late
Howard Hill would make all the time. But it was perhaps a once in a lifetime shot for
me.”TRADITIONAL TOOLSTo help him make those memorable shots, San Marco ventures into
the woods carrying a special companion. It’s his 67”, 62 pound yew-cored Traditional Longbow,
a simple weapon that represents an extension of San Marco as an archer and as the bow’s
creator.He makes his own custom arrows from modified cedar shafts with the center drilled out
in the nock end for approximately eight inches. This makes tail-light arrows, helping them
recover faster from the archer’s paradox. He gets his prespined, preweighed, and
prestraightened hollowed shafting from arrowsmith, David Ellenbogen. San Marco stains them a
natural wood color and beautifully custom crests each one. He prefers Mercury Speed nocks
and fletches his arrows with three 5” long shield-cut barred feathers. He likes feather colors that
are bright enough for him to easily see, but not bright enough to alert game. The colorful feathers
help him see the exact location of a hit on big game, an important factor when determining his
follow-up actions.On the business end of his deer hunting shafts, he mounts Hunter’s Edge
broadheads, designed by John Schultz. Styled after the Howard Hill head, San Marco likes their
outstanding durability, penetration, design, and flight characteristics. He mounts the heads
vertically and file sharpens them, producing a sharp, serrated edge. “This filed edge cuts elastic



tissue, such as arteries, more effectively than a scalpel-sharpened edge. A scalpel edge cut
bleeds more profusely, but it allows more elastic tissue to slip past without being cut. I prefer the
two-bladed head because complete penetration on big game is much more important than a
massive bleeding hole with limited penetration.”San Marco carries his arrows in his handmade
leather back quiver. Complementing his traditional gear, he wears one of his handmade leather
arm guards. It’s a traditional style incorporated with a small liquid-filled compass, blending
functional simplicity and thoughtful design.PERFECTING THE HILL STYLETo make sure his
custom-crafted yew and cedar function as one with the archer afield, San Marco practices his
shooting year-round. He hones his running shot skills by shooting at small moving targets in his
backyard. In one of his favorite practice sessions he kicks a soccer ball up or across the hill
behind his house and then zeros in on the “running” target using arrows tipped with rubber
blunts. When he can enlist a thrower, San Marco also enjoys arrowing disks tossed into the air.
For slower paced practice, he loves roaming the woods and stump shooting at imaginary
game.Even though he practices often on moving targets, San Marco is discriminating about
taking running shots on animals. He knows his effective distance on moving game and limits
himself to high-confidence shots. He has taken five shots at running deer: one was a clean miss,
and the others were clean kills.San Marco patterns his instinctive shooting style after the
legendary master of the longbow. “The Howard Hill style is a format of shooting that allows the
hunter to react and shoot instinctively and intuitively. It’s not a regimented style, but a very loose
style. The body incorporates several bends. Every time you put a bend in the body there is
opportunity for movement in that particular joint. That builds flexibility into your shooting style
and makes it adaptable to hunting situations on the ground.“In the field, only one out of every
five or six shots might be picture book where the target is set so you can stand in a very
orthodox target shooting position. So if you’re hunting from the ground you have to be flexible
and be able to accommodate the circumstances. With the elbow bent, a slight bend at the waist,
and with a slight break in the knees, you can twist and move to make those necessary
adjustments. Versatility is the essence of the Hill style. Plus, bending the joints puts certain
muscle groups in opposition to each other, increasing muscular stability when shooting.”Besides
bending his joints, San Marco cants his bow and leans over his arrow. “When you draw the arrow
back, in effect it’s to the side of your eye. But when you cant the bow, you bring the eye in
longitudinal alignment with the shaft, so the estimation factor in aiming is diminished. Canting
the bow simply reduces the displacement between your eye and the shaft.”With his instinctive
eyes locked on target, San Marco begins aiming during his draw sequence to save time, often a
valuable commodity during critical hunting situations. “Most of the actual aiming in traditional
shooting should be done before reaching full draw. It’s not necessary or even advantageous to
methodically draw, anchor, and then start aiming.” Practicing what he preaches, he draws and
shoots in one uninterrupted motion, making it look simple and fun. The grace of his traditional
form is captured for only a second before the arrow leaps almost unexpectedly from his longbow
and buries into the mark.SIMPLE YET EFFECTIVE IN THE FIELD — San Marco uses the Hill



shooting style, bow canted, joints bent, and always fluid.GUITARS TO BOWSThe sleek longbow
San Marco carries is a product of evolution. It represents his bowhunting transition back to a
simple, honest weapon, blended with his lingering guitar crafting skills. After recovering from his
motorcycle accident, San Marco wanted a longbow as a hunting companion, but he couldn’t find
one with the custom quality he had grown accustomed to in his guitars. So, he decided to build
his own.His engineering, guitar crafting, and woodworking skills proved to be an ideal
combination for bowmaking. Even his first bow, patterned after a Hill style longbow, reflected as
much quality and performance as any commercially available longbow.One bow lead to another,
and by 1979 San Marco began professionally building his longbows. He decided early on, not to
limit his bowmaking methods and techniques to the established norms. Even though he was
building traditional bows, he didn’t want his bows or imagination confined within the traditional
realm of bowmaking. Armed with a creative and inquisitive attitude, he began building bows and
conducting research on materials and methods. His research, combined with his logical
approach to problem solving, led to the development of several unorthodox bowmaking
techniques that he now uses in creating his longbows.“One of the things I decided when I
started building the longbow, was that I wasn’t going to reinvent the recurve. I know that the
power of the recurve is just inherently better in its design than a longbow. Anybody who tells you
different isn’t telling you the whole scoop, or they know a whole lot more than I do.“Recurves
store more energy, there is no question about that. It doesn’t mean you can’t have a fine
shooting longbow. But all things being equal, a recurve will store more energy. I was never going
to rediscover that. When I started building longbows, I wanted to take the basic time-held
concept of the longbow and refine it to the highest limits without violating the basic essence of
the bow, and that’s what I’ve been doing.”In refining his longbows, San Marco takes his time.
He’s in no hurry to crank out a product. His main goal is excellence, and that can’t be rushed.
“One of the things that make my bows special is that I build each bow as though I was building it
for myself. I put a tremendous amount of pride into every bow I build. I know for a fact, when man
starts mass producing things, he loses that vital connection between the crafting and the final
product — that immersion of soul. When I sell a bow, I’m giving that person a part of my life, the
most valuable possession that I have. And I want that bow to reflect the value of my life that I am
giving.”The respected quality of San Marco’s unhurried creations is reflected by the five to six
year waiting list for one of his bows. It’s a list made up of archers from around the world who
believe that an exceptional longbow is worth even the exceptional wait. Although there may be
ways to speed up his bowmaking and shorten the waiting list, San Marco paces himself to
maintain his romance with the craft. “I decided that because longbows were so important to me,
so dear to my heart, that when the joy of building a longbow ceases, I may cease building
longbows.”THE BOWSan Marco’s TRADITIONAL LONGBOW reflects his immersion of soul. It’s
an exceptional work of art and beauty, reaching back in time with its design and ancient yew
core, yet its gem-like quality makes it appear almost futuristic. The rich blending of warm woods
and fiberglass looks as though the bow was poured into an exquisite, flawless mold.Its



chocolate-striped shedua riser gives way to coppery laminated yew corewoods covered in dark
brown fiberglass. The natural beauty of these woods is displayed by the softly flowing contours
of the riser and limbs under a mirror-smooth finish. Looking beyond the sheer beauty of the bow
reveals the precision craftsmanship of the limbs and their immaculate, flowing contours. It is a
Weatherby among longbows.Its distinctive visual beauty is almost overshadowed by the beauty
of its performance. When grasping the bow, there’s an instant sensation of graceful balance and
lightness in the hand caused by its feather-weight limbs. Compared to many longbows, the yew-
cored limbs feel unusually light. Because of its balance, the bow glides through the woods at the
archer’s side and effortlessly swings at full draw on moving targets.San Marco’s Traditional
Longbow blends ancient yew with modern materials in a classic longbow design.For
longbowmen who have never savored the resiliency of a yew-cored bow, there is a special
surprise in the smoothness of the draw and the surge of internal life at the instant of release. This
almost magical life hums a faint whisper to the hand after the shot. It’s a captivating
sensation.The Traditional Longbow is offered in 67”, 68”, and 69” lengths. These different
lengths are matched to an archer’s draw length to optimize bow performance. The mass weight
of a 68” Traditional Longbow is a pleasant 1 pound, 4 ounces. Its recommended brace height is
6½” from the throat of the grip to the string.The shedua riser is 15¼” long between fadeouts, 1⅛”
wide, and approximately 2” thick. The slightly dished grip is 4⅛” long and is peaked along the
throat to provide a positive hand seat. The grip is wrapped with a durable, thin leather lacing.
The slightly rounded sight window is cut from center shot and the shelf-window junction is
equipped with a feather-edged leather shelf and strike pad. The draw weight and creator
signature are gold inked on the riser, and the owner’s and the bow’s name are inked on the belly
of the limbs.On the 68” length, the upper limb has a working length of 28¼” from the fadeout to
the nock and the lower limb has a 27” working length. The limbs are 1 wide at the fadeouts and
narrow to ⅜” at the nocks. They exhibit a modified trapezoid, or “D” shaped cross section
tapering to the belly. Unstrung, they display a slight ⅞” reflex at the time of construction. They are
constructed from two solid yew tapered back laminations and one belly lamination. The three
laminations are sandwiched between warm-toned, .050” thick, dark brown fiberglass.The narrow
limb tips are ornately distinctive. They have uniquely sculptured and fluted shedua tip overlays.
The string nock to tip measurement is 1 ⅛” on the upper tip, and ¾” on the lower tip. Smoothly
fashioned string grooves are handcrafted around the entire tip. The bow is protected by a glass-
smooth, multilayered, hand-rubbed finish.The following draw/force measurements were
recorded on one of San Marco’s 68” yew-cored, Traditional Longbows:Although conditions
prevented actual chronograph testing of the above bow, previous chronographing of a 64 pound
at 28” draw, 68” Traditional Longbow resulted in an average arrow speed of 179 fps. The bow
was hand shot using cedar arrows weighing 510 grains.NATURE’S GIFT TO THE BOWMAKER,
TIMELESS YEW. The bow wood legends are made from. The Old Master Crafters turn San
Marco’s yew boards into custom tapered laminations.THE MAGIC COREOne of the key
components of San Marco’s longbow is yew, the rust colored wood used by Robin Hood, Saxton



Pope, and Art Young. The extremely slow growing yew is harvested from the Cascade
Mountains in Oregon and shipped to San Marco as rough-sawn boards. He stores them in his
well-ventilated drying racks, where the yew waits patiently for years, aging and maturing into
seasoned bow-quality wood. Every three months or so, San Marco climbs a ladder and inspects
his stash of precious yew, “stirring” or rotating each piece to expose a new surface for uniform
drying. Years of slow air seasoning enhance the natural qualities that make yew such an
exceptional bow wood.Most of San Marco’s yew has been carefully aged seven to ten years.
That may seem like a long time for some woods to just sit around and collect dust, but one of the
sweetest shooting bows he ever made was built with yew air seasoned for over forty years. San
Marco believes that two years of well circulated air drying is the minimum for properly aged
yew.Bringing down a board marked “1975,” San Marco walks into the stippled sunlight near an
old stone wall and examines the piece. It’s one of the few that has a uniform layer of sapwood
and exceptionally straight grain. Even Pope or Young would be envious of this piece. While
slowly rotating the blocky piece in his stout hands, San Marco explains, “Yew’s physical lightness
makes anexquisitely well-balanced bow. This lightness gives it a very pleasant heft in me nana. It
is extremely soft drawing. The draw/force curve for a yew bow is very smooth. From the
beginning of the draw all the way back, it’s got a very gentle feel. Yew tends to feel several
pounds lighter for the same weight just because of its draw/force characteristics. It just glides
back.”TESTING WITH ACTIONWOODAlthough San Marco uses yew corewood in his Traditional
Longbow, he employs Actionwood as a corewood material when making his prototype bows.
This multilaminated maple corewood is widely used by today’s bow manufacturers. “Maple is a
good bow wood. Its inherent tensile and compressive strengths allow it to be stressed more than
the softer woods such as yew.“Statistically, through multilaminations, Actionwood compromises
the qualities of fine woods and not so fine woods. So you always get a wood that is going to be a
consistent tensile strength. If you’re a manufacturer, that’s a real asset because you can cut a
lamination to certain specifications and you will always get the same spining. The draw weight is
going to be predictable.“Plus, in Actionwood any structural flaw that may be present in any single
piece of laminate is reduced to a small fraction of your total limb. If you are using a single piece
of corewood and it had a structural flaw, that piece of wood would be prone to break down very
easily because of the flaw. But if that piece of wood becomes only ten percent of the corewood
and you have other pieces along side of it, statistically, you diminish the probability of having a
limb that’s going to fail.“In terms of increased performance with Actionwood, I don’t think you’ll
get any. I found that when I hand-spined and hand-selected the superior solid maple corewood, I
would get a better bow than when using Actionwood. Actionwood will always make a good,
mediocre performing bow, which is good in mass production. But if I’m looking to optimize the
qualities of a shooting limb, I will hand-spine each piece to make sure that I get the liveliest of the
solid maple.”When he needs custom-ground yew laminations, San Marco sends some of his
select stock to the Old Master Crafters in Waukegan, Illinois. They saw and custom taper yew
laminations according to San Marco’s specifications. The involved process of obtaining yew,



properly aging it for years, and having it shipped out and custom-ground is many times more
costly than simply buying maple laminations. But San Marco and his satisfied customers feel
that the extra effort and expense in using yew are well worth it.ATTENTION TO GRAINFrom his
supply of tapered yew laminations, San Marco carefully selects three matched pairs for use in
one of his bows. He takes his time patiently reading the grain qualities of each piece. With
experienced eyes and hands, he searches for any structural imperfections, and then uses a
micrometer to double check each lamination for proper thickness and taper.Each pair of his
laminations is consecutively cut from the same board and will be used in the same relative
position on opposing limbs. This ensures uniform limb balance by providing similar internal
corewood dynamics in both limbs.When laying up a bow, San Marco arranges the three pairs of
yew laminations to accentuate the optimum qualities of the complementing pieces. For example,
when he uses quarter-grain laminations, he arranges them so that the stacked pieces have
opposing grain angles. This provides increased stability to the overall limb composite. He also
carefully positions each pair to match the adjoining butt-end grain.For optimum bow
performance, San Marco prefers edge-grain or quarter-grain laminations. He has, however, built
bows with all flat-grain laminations and discovered that they performed very well. Unlike many
bowyers who use uniform tapered corewood, San Marco uses differentially tapered laminations.
This helps him achieve a built-in limb tiller and maximizes the performance of his limb
design.When selecting the shedua for the riser section, he prefers a piece with quarter grain.
This grain alignment brings out the striking multihued internal patterns within the wood. When
scribing out the riser outline, he positions the template to optimize both the wood’s attractive
grain patterns and internal strengths.As San Marco band saws out the riser section, he points
out that the final smoothness and sweeping curve of the fadeout portion is extremely critical
because it represents a stress area in the limb. Also, the smooth flowing arc of the fadeout belly
adds some preload to the belly laminations, giving his bows a little extra power.While delicately
hand sanding the riser, he emphasizes the importance of smooth and even contact surfaces
between the riser and the limb laminations. This ensures thin, uniform glue lines when the bow
composites are glued and pressed. And San Marco believes that the thinnest glue line is the
strongest. The final finishing and shaping of the belly fadeout is patiently done with his critical
eye and tactile hands showing the way. If the belly and back sides of his fadeout are not perfectly
flat and in plane, it will show up as an irregular or angular edge at the end of the fadeout. He
delicately fashions his fadeouts into a wispy thin, see-through layer.San Marco’s hinged, steel-
framed bow press easily accepts different wooden bow forms.UNCONVENTIONAL
PRESSMost bowyers use the air hose method of applying pressure to the bow composites. A
few others use “C” clamps to squeeze them together. But San Marco’s procedure for pressing
his bow composites goes beyond established convention.He wanted a press that would give
him super-thin and uniform glue lines, yet would be capable of accepting different bow forms. So
he designed a heavy-duty steel-framed press. It resembles alligator jaws that bite down on the
enclosed wooden bow form. After the top hinged portion of the press is locked in place, pressure



is applied to the enclosed form by tightening a series of bolts running the length of the upper
jaws. San Marco’s press enables him to laminate bow composites with significant pressure and
allows him to distribute that pressure. Because the press is designed to accept different forms,
he can easily experiment with making prototype bows.PUTTING IT TOGETHERBefore gluing up
his bow composites, he covers his form surfaces with plastic wrap for stray glue protection. He
then cleans the riser, laminations, and fiberglass with solvent.He applies epoxy glue to all
composite contact surfaces. Before laying up each lamination, San Marco double checks his
glue layers for coverage, air bubbles, or flecks of foreign material. Once the bow is glued up in
the form, he closes the jawed press and begins tightening the pressure bolts along the top. It
takes him approximately forty minutes working back and forth along the press to hand-tighten
and evenly torque down the bolts.The press containing the form and glued composites is then
put into his preheated glue curing box. Even after the glue has cured, the bow remains in the
press until it cools to room temperature. This ensures proper epoxy set on the pressure-stressed
composites.After the glued bow is removed from the press, it’s rough sanded on the edges to
remove the glass-like hardened glue. San Marco masking tapes the back of the bow and marks
the centerline. He then positions his bow outline template made from two layers of clear
fiberglass. This template has a series of small holes along its centerline. By turning the template
over and reversing ends, he double checks the trueness of his centerline and then traces the
bow outline. As a final check on the exactness of the centerline, San Marco sights down a taut
piece of line strung from tip to tip.He then band saws and belt sands the bow close to form. Next,
he hand files and sands the limbs to final form. During this limb shaping, San Marco repeatedly
checks his progress by drawing the vise-held bow, making sure there are no flat spots or stress
points in the limbs. During final limb shaping, he brings the bow to the desired positive tiller. He
epoxies the sculpted tip overlays in place and heat cures the glue.While hand shaping the
rounded trapezoid belly of the limbs, he repeatedly checks to ensure that proper tiller is
maintained. When completed, he makes one final check by shooting the bow to ensure that both
limbs are responding in harmony and properly spitting an arrow.NEATLY FINISHEDThe last bit
of wood shaping is the contouring of the grip to fit the customer’s preference. San Marco shapes
the handle with a pronounced peaked grip because he feels that it seats more positively into the
shooter’s hand. As a final step, he delicately fashions the ornate tips and then fine sands the
entire bow.The completed bow is wiped down with solvent, and sprayed with a two-part
catalystic varnish. San Marco says that the finish was developed thirty or forty years ago
specifically for fly fishing rods and it’s one of the most durable bow finishes he’s seen. The final
mirror-like luster is achieved by spraying on five or six coats of the tough varnish and hand
sanding between each coat. This delicate sanding removes any flecks or irregularities between
coats and contributes to the ultimate gem-quality smoothness of the finish.Between the third
and fourth varnish coats, the gold lettering is meticulously inked on the riser and limbs by Mrs.
San Marco. Although San Marco would like to make the entire bow with his own hands, his
motorcycle injuries prevent him from producing the delicate lettering he feels belongs on his



longbows.When the final coat of varnish is dried, he hand rubs the bow to a brilliant high luster
with a mildly abrasive substance he personally developed. The final immaculate glassy finish
represents over four hours of tedious hand work.San Marco then installs a piece of heavy
leather next to the shelf which extends the arrow shelf ⅛” out from the grip. The sides of this
shelf under-plate are contoured with a razor blade and the arrow strike pad is installed. The
strike pad edges are nicely beveled to help obtain crisp arrow flight.BEEFY HANDS ON
DELICATE WORK — The Traditional Longbow’s fluted tip overlays add another dimension of
distinction to San Marco’s creation.Finally, San Marco contact cements and hand wraps thin
leather lacing around the grip. Although it’s a time consuming method, he feels that the resulting
grip is extremely durable and actually improves with usage, unlike suede grips which feel good
at first and later become sweat varnished.In caring for a custom bow, San Marco suggests
occasionally using a high quality, non-abrasive automotive polish to maintain the luster of the
finish. He also says that a bow should never be stored in a hot place, as the strength of the
epoxy drops tremendously with increased temperatures. This means never put a bow in a hot
car trunk on a sunny day. If by accident a bow does become hot, don’t string it until it cools to
room temperature. Don’t overdraw a custom bow or let some seven-foot-tall archer shoot a bow
that was specifically built for you. “Basically, treat a bow with the respect it was made with.”ONLY
PERFECTIONEven Michelangelo probably had an occasional disappointment. Sometimes, San
Marco discovers a minor flaw when making a bow. When that happens, the bow is put in the
corner where it collects dust until he gets the courage to destroy it along with any others that
may have joined its ranks. This may seem like a harsh sentence for a slightly flawed bow, but at
the Traditional Longbow Company there are no seconds. Although he admits that it hurts to cut
up a shootable bow, he refuses to sell any longbow with his name on it if it isn’t the finest he can
produce.In bow crafting, San Marco strives for a balance of qualities. That can be a tough design
problem when blazing speed and a smooth draw are bow qualities working against each other. “I
try to achieve a harmony of characteristics that are most pleasing to me. The quality I cherish
most in a bow is, first and foremost, stability. The bow has to shoot an arrow where you point it. If
it doesn’t, it’s not an implement worth hunting with.“Second, I really enjoy a bow that draws
smoothly. Hunting from the ground you have to perform without any interruption in the draw,
anchor, and aim sequence. So if a bow is stacking, that just robs me of all of my focus and
concentration, and disarms me as an effective hunter. So I cherish the quality of a smooth
drawing bow. And there is nothing like yew to achieve that. I also like the way yew balances in the
hand. A bow should have high stability, be smooth drawing, and provide good balance in the
hand. And of course it’s got to be hard hitting.”The Traditional Longbow built by Frank San Marco
isn’t for everyone. The waiting list alone culls ninety-five percent of the prospective customers.
But San Marco’s goal is not to build longbows just to sell. He does it because he loves and
respects the weapon and is personally challenged to develop it to its utmost in performance and
beauty. He’ll settle for nothing less. Fate has given him a second chance to use his hands for
creating something he loves, and he’s determined to make the most of it.Chapter



FiveFEDORA’S ARCHERYHAVIN’ FUNIt was deer season and the sporting goods store drew a
crowd of local Vermont sportsmen discussing bucks and bows. Near the back of the store, a
young man from out of town passed his custom bow among a curious band of archers. “It only
pulls 102 pounds,” said the young man, “so I use it mostly for target shooting.”Several in the
crowd gave him a suspicious glance and motioned for the bow. A heavyset hunter grabbed it first
and snorted, “Humpf, it doesn’t look too stiff for me.” Locking his beefy hands around the bow, he
grunted and pulled the string. The crowd laughed as the big man struggled, only drawing it
halfway. Red-faced, he tried to hand it to one of the hecklers but everyone stepped back and
laughed even harder.“Give me that bow,” groaned a tall man in the back. “I make bows around
here, and I’ll show you guys how to pull that thing.” The laughing ebbed until the bowmaker, jaws
clenched, tried twice but failed to pull the bow. As the laughing trailed off a young man standing
away from the group spoke sheepishly, “Excuse me, mister, do you mind if I give it a try?”This six-
foot bowmaker from Vermont looked at the small framed man and snickered. “Save your strength
sonny, you’ll never begin to pull back that bow.” But the owner of the bow said, “What the heck,
everybody else tried, let the little guy try to pull it.”The short man awkwardly fumbled with the
bow and asked, “Is there any particular way to draw it?” The crowd erupted in laughter as the
owner, hiding a sly grin, replied, “Just use three fingers on the string when you pull it back.”“Like
this?” asked the young man as he drew and held it to his jaw. The hunters fell silent, all except
the bowmaker who blurted, “You’re not pulling it a full twenty-eight inches!”“Is this twenty-eight
inches?” asked the young man as he drew the string past his ear to thirty inches. The stunned
crowd watched as he switched hands and then drew the bow left-handed. Finally, he let the bow
down and grinned at the local bowmaker, but only for a second. The big man wheeled and
stormed red-faced out the door.“We used to have a lot of fun like that back then,” recalls the
short man. “But heck, I knew I could draw that bow. It was my brother’s, and I was the one who
built it for him!”Today, in his third decade of bowmaking, 5’ 4” bowyer Mike Fedora still has fun
with archery, and he even keeps a 150 pound bow on the rack in case any folks from the
Vermont sporting goods store stop by for a visit.A YOUNG STARTMike was born and raised in
New Haven, Connecticut. Even as a young boy his life seemed guided by the bow. “Most boys
have a bow when they’re a kid, and I can’t remember when I didn’t have one in my hands. At first
they were old hickory self-bows, and then I got a Ben Pearson solid fiberglass two-piece bow.
That was really a big deal switching from a self-wood bow to a fiberglass take-down.”At eleven
years old, Mike met his first real bowhunter, Jose Cassanova, who befriended the young archer
and began taking Mike deer hunting. Mike’s interest in archery grew, and when he was twelve
years old he started making arrows. By the time he was sixteen he was a well established arrow
maker and expanded his interest to bowmaking.Mike became a Howard Hill sales representative
when he was nineteen and soon after took the first step down his long road to bowmaking. “I
made my first bow from an old junk bed. I was driving by a house and saw an old black walnut
bed that someone had thrown out. I took it and used the black walnut to make my handle section
and laminated it with maple corewoods and green fiberglass. There wasn’t any information on



bowmaking back then and I clamped directly to the bow.”STEPPING OUTAlthough Mike studied
offset photography and commercial advertising after high school, the lure of the bow was just
too strong. He worked in advertising until his early twenties when he used his part-time
bowmaking skills to land a full-time job in charge of bow production for Outdoor Sports in
Connecticut. After three years in commercial bow production, Mike left the company and
ventured into the new world of custom bowmaking.“I started with longbows and then tried
recurves. Then I designed what at the time were considered some unusual bows. I had my own
ideas and designed a bow with a larger than conventional handle. I hadn’t made ten of those
bows when they started winning a lot of local championships. And those bows went on to win
major championships throughout the east coast and later across the country. One was even
used to shoot one of the first perfect 300 scores in the PAA round.”Even though Mike had
winning bows encouraging his efforts, the long nights spent hand shaping bows were often
drudgery. But a friend helped keep Mike’s bow building fire lit. “Claude Herndon kept me going
back then. My first 100 bows were made the hard way using big old rasps and files. When you
started filing on some of the hard exotics like Brazilian rosewood, you either got strong or died. It
was like filing steel. Claude used to bring down a gallon of wine, and we really used to get wild
filing those bows and making dust. This of course was before I became a born again Christian.
Claude was one of the first to get one of my target bows, and he really did a job with that bow. He
was a natural instinctive shooter.”TO THE KEYSTONE STATE“You’ve got a friend in
Pennsylvania” turned out to be more than just a slogan for Mike. Rod Hoover, a top shooter in the
NAA was using one of Mike’s bows and invited him to Pennsylvania for a visit. Mike liked what he
saw. “Back in the early seventies Pennsylvania had just incredible hunting, and I told Rod that I
wouldn’t mind living there. So Rod kept a look out for a place for sale, and a year later we packed
up and moved there.”Mike and his family settled in the rural country north of Richland, in
Pennsylvania’s sprawling Lebanon Valley. Located about a half hour east of Harrisburg, the area
blends rolling farmlands and pasture with scattered wood lots and forested ridges. Pheasants
cackle at daybreak and whitetails frequently stroll through Mike’s back yard, providing plenty of
fodder for his hunting daydreams. Although the Lebanon Valley boasts fine Pennsylvania Dutch
cooking and is noted for its processed meat products, the Fedora household commonly feasts
on bow-harvested venison.When Mike moved to Pennsylvania he left behind a well established
archery business, and his first two years in the Keystone state were lean ones. “We lost up to
eighty-five percent of our archery business, and that’s when the compound bow came out. I was
a recurve and longbow maker and was suddenly faced with trying to make a compound. I really
didn’t want to, but it got to the point that if I didn’t, my family wouldn’t eat.”So Mike developed a
laminated wooden handled compound and continued making custom recurves and longbows.
His business grew over the years as did his following of traditional customers.The recent
resurgence of traditional archery has allowed Mike to make fewer compounds, and he now looks
forward to phasing them out of his line. “I don’t have anything against the compound, and it’s
here to stay. But I have so much work building my recurves and longbows, and that’s where my



love is.”Today in his late forties, Mike shares his bowmaking business with his wife, Carol, and
oldest son, Michael. “It’s a family operation. Michael has been making bows for ten years now,
and I consider him a very good bowmaker. He’s twenty-four years old and already very
experienced in all phases of bowmaking and bow design.”MADE FOR STALKINGWhen he finds
time away from the bowyer’s bench during the summer, Mike enjoys bass fishing with his
younger son, Jason, and also spends time on the tennis courts keeping in shape. But when the
first leaves of October begin to yellow, Mike brims with anticipation like a kid at Christmas,
waiting for another encounter with Mr. Whitetail.Though he enjoys tree stand hunting, Mike’s
favorite whitetail tactic is stalking them on the ground. Unlike many bowhunters who are easily
skylined by keen-eyed deer, this short bowmaker always maintains a low profile in the woods,
and when he bends over at the waist, he’s not much taller than a yearling. If any bowhunter was
ever built for stalking game, it’s Mike.Pennsylvania’s bow season offers a variety of hunting
conditions, and although Mike loves bowhunting, there is one time he feels it’s more responsible
to stay home. “I don’t hunt in the rain. I used to when I was young, but what happens if you hit a
big buck in the rain? In the areas I hunt it’s very thick and in seconds that buck can run 100
yards. How do you track him in the rain? Not very easily. So I favor fair weather hunting and
believe that bowhunting is a fair weather sport.“When stalking or waiting for whitetails, Mike tries
for high percentage shots. ”I like about a fifteen yard shot when they’re quartering away. I don’t
like them when they’re breathing on me at five yards — my heart pounds, I get the shakes, and
sometimes I still miss even easy shots.”PROGRAMMED LONGEven though he now prefers
close-range shots at deer, Mike used to loft an occasional arrow at distant game. Today’s
bowhunters are programmed to limit themselves to high-percentage shots, but thirty years ago
archery heroes commonly arrowed game at astounding distances. “We grew up watching and
reading about guys like Howard Hill, Ben Pearson, and Pope and Young. If they saw something
in the field they shot at it no matter how far away it was. I didn’t know anything else, that’s how I
was programmed. We really flung arrows back then.“I was sneaking through the woods with this
guy, and a deer came out about eighty yards away. So I just pulled back and shot it. That guy
couldn’t believe anybody could shoot a deer that far away. But I hunted with Jerry Smith back in
Connecticut using longbows and saw him shoot a bird at a paced-off 110 yards.”No longer an
arrow flinger, Mike spends most of his bowhunting hours in his resident state where he enjoys
hunting with his customers and sharing the experiences of discovering new Pennsylvanian
haunts. “I like hunting with a group of guys from Summerville, Pennsylvania. They’re unique
because they consistently take the biggest bucks around and just use their bows. They really put
em’ down. These guys make maps, run about thirty-five different tree stands, spot their bucks,
keep records, and then end up getting their big bucks.”Although Mike does get invitations to
bowhunt the western states for big game such as elk, he’s content staying home and chasing
local deer. “I’m just a whitetail hunter. People ask why I don’t go out west on trips. It’s because I
visualize those trips as work. If you shoot a 600-pound animal like an elk and he’s four miles from
camp, what do you do with him? I certainly don’t know what to do with him. But when I think



about it, the word WORK enters my mind. I work enough around here making bows. When I go
on a vacation I don’t want it to be work.“It might be nice to shoot a big animal, but after you’ve
shot it you have to take proper care of it. And how much can a little guy like me carry off a
mountain? Heck, by the time you threw the antlers on my back that might be enough to ground
me. Whitetails are plenty enough challenge for me. They generally make a fool out of me most of
the time anyway.”Even the whitetails that don’t make a fool out of Mike and wind up in the pot
sometimes fool his perceptions. “I was sitting up in a tree stand eating an apple when this buck
came by. It was a six-pointer, and I only had a head and neck shot at thirty-seven yards. It wasn’t
the best shot, but I knew the buck was about to catch my wind. He was feeding near a beech
tree when I shot and he just kept feeding. He made absolutely no sign that he was hit. I
cautiously tried to get another arrow out of my quiver but the buck walked behind the beech tree
and I couldn’t see him any more.“I thought I had missed, so I decided to wait until dark to check
it out. Just before dark another six-pointer came around the same tree, and I naturally thought it
was the same deer I had shot at. The wind had shifted and was blowing to me, yet that buck
started blowing and snorting. I couldn’t figure that out. He moved out without me getting another
shot.“At dark I got down from my tree and went over to look for my arrow. I always check out
each shot. I don’t take anything for granted. Even if I know it was a miss I’ll check out the deer’s
trail until I know it was absolutely a miss. I looked with my flashlight but couldn’t find my arrow
and decided to come back the next morning.“When I came back, I discovered I had missed
seeing my arrow in the dark by about one foot. It was covered with blood, and the buck was
laying twenty-five yards away over the hill. My arrow had gone right through the neck, cutting the
jugular vein. I figured out that the second buck was snorting at the blood smell from my buck.
Sometimes bucks die hard and sometimes they die easy. That one died easy.”WHITETAIL
EQUIPMENTMike bowhunts his Pennsylvanian whitetails with fifty to fifty-five pound bows. It’s a
weight he can handle well, yet it effectively gets the job done. “I hunt with whatever bow is laying
around on the shelf. I’ve killed deer with recurves, longbows, and compounds — it doesn’t
matter to me. They’re all sufficient. It’s not a ninety pound bow that kills a deer, it’s where you put
that arrow that counts, and that broadhead better be sharp.”For maximum sharpness, Mike tips
his arrows with multiple-bladed stainless steel broadheads. “I like the Razorback four when deer
hunting. I like that kind of a head or even a three-bladed Wasp. If I hunted wild boar I would use a
four-bladed Zwickey.“Unfortunately, a lot of guys can’t sharpen self-sharpening heads well
enough to do the right job. And out here in our damp weather, self-sharpening heads have to be
touched up almost morning and night, even if you coat them with Vaseline. That’s one reason I
like the stainless steel blades. The razor blade heads always make the best cut. It’s the kind of
cut that doesn’t heal, whereas a serrated cut mends quicker.”Mike shoots aluminum arrows
fletched with three camo feathers and carries them in his Fedora bow quiver. “I like aluminum
because they’re very consistent. Also, if you hit a deer with a wood arrow, he can run and break
off part of the arrow, and it could remain in the deer. However, with aluminum, it usually bends
and the deer will sometimes reach around and pull that arrow out. I’ve actually seen deer do



that.”To help conceal himself in the whitetails’s world, Mike covers his face with a tight fitting
camouflage face sock and he wears hush-quiet clothing. “Wearing camouflage is important, but
the type of camo is extremely important. When it reaches six o’clock in the woods here, at that
quiet time it can sound like your breathing is loud enough for a deer to hear let alone any clothing
movement. It can really sound loud. So the most important thing is quiet clothing, even if it’s just
a soft flannel shirt to break up your outline. But some of the sophisticated patterns like Trebark,
Asat, and Skyline in Polar Fleece are great.”SHOOTING TIPSMike polishes his whitetail
shooting skills by bowhunting local woodchucks and stump shooting. “Shooting at random
objects like a corn cob or a blade of grass really sharpens your instinctive abilities.” Although this
form of practice may sound casual to the hardened paper-puncher, Mike knows what he’s talking
about. A professional archery instructor for over twenty years, he has helped top shooters
develop winning form. He also serves as a certified hunter safety instructor in Pennsylvania.One
key to consistent shooting is learning proper form right from the start, yet many beginners
develop bad habits because they’re not matched with their equipment. “Most people are way
overbowed and that causes shooting problems. In most cases a person should start with a thirty
to forty pound bow and learn to shoot it properly. After they develop their form, they can work up
to a heavier hunting weight. Once you learn good shooting form, it will come to you naturally
when you’re out in the woods shooting at game.”Mike recommends bows pulling forty-five to fifty-
five pounds for whitetail hunting, especially for beginning traditionalists. “The biggest problem
with guys going from a compound to a recurve is that many of them were shooting sixty-five to
seventy pound compounds and think they can drop five pounds and handle a traditional bow.
But the average guy can’t do that. I don’t want to overbow a customer because if I do, they’re
going to get turned off to traditional archery.”When shooting his moderate weight hunting bow,
Mike grips his bow string with muscular, stubby hands that hint of his years crafting bows. He
shoots instinctively, anchoring high with his index finger near the corner of his eye. “With my
shooting style I can shoot a squirrel at twenty to thirty yards. With a lower anchor there is more
guess work in aiming. But by anchoring higher, I reduce the gap between the arrow and the eye.
The disadvantage to my style is that you have trouble handling a seventy-five to eighty pound
bow because the anchor point is out of alignment with your shoulders.”A LIFETIME OF
PRACTICE — Mike’s high anchor, loose bow hand, and power stance all contribute to his
polished shooting skills.Once an archer has his basic anchor, aim, and release mastered, he’s
ready to begin polishing the finer points — points Mike has taught for years. “You never want to
grip your bow too tightly. I teach shooters to leave the hand semi-open, with just a light enough
touch on the bow so they’re not going to drop it. If you want to shoot accurately, you shouldn’t
wrap your hand around the grip. You only want to place your fingertips on the center of the back
of the grip. That way it’s difficult to torque or twist the bow in your hand.”



Ken E, “Its an Encyclopedia!. Pretty useless to have unless you want to know exactly how to
build different types of traditional bows. Not fun reading. 5 Stars because it is what is says and
does a good job at that. So unless you want an encyclopedia on your book shelf instead of
using the internet don't waste your money. If you gotta have the way to build bows in your
survival bag, or you want to actually build traditional bow then this is a must have. If not move
on, there are much better books that won't bore you to death while your learning.”

CmJ, “Great historical perspective on Trad Archery. I've looked and read a few books on
traditional archery, and this book covers a great deal of history. It does not matter if companies
or bowyers are no longer with us, but their legacy still extends to this day. I love the short stories
full of tips and a new perspective on archery as a whole.This book is for everyone, not just
wannabe bowyers, but everyone interested to know just a little more with the help of the author's
perspective.I recomend you download the kindle sample and read for your self, well worth the
time. I got the sample and after reading the first two chapters, bought the whole book.I think for
someone to come on here and state that people are dead, or shops are no longer around is
prety naive. The tips, resources and information in the book will never be out of date, it's
traditional.”

Mountainman, “for traditional archers. Bought this for general knowledge and to look up my new
purchase of a Scorpion Bow. Must like traditional archery to like this.”

TReagan, “A unique look at traditional bow history and Bowyers.. Very interesting book about
traditional bows and many of the major Bowyers. Plus a lot of insights on bow building. I have
enjoyed the history and the unique information.”

Keith Skaggs, “Four Stars. interesting reading, if you're a diy'er”

Javier Osvaldo Delgado, “muy grande. large hardcover book with very many information for
anyone interested in archery is a very good buy, have a lot to read.”

gs, “Five Stars. Great wealth of information giving a different insight into the traditional world of
bows.”

The book by Dan Bertalan has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 17 people have provided feedback.
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